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FOREWORD
Poets in the Poetry in the Schools Program have, once again,
visited schools all over Arkansas this year. This anthology contains
some of the best poems written by the students .
Many of the poems in this anthology spill over with extraordinary
detail or unique visions. A poem by Cynthia Davis from Boston }muntain
Learning Center describes a dentist for wild animals who smells
"like red
wild cher ries in Western Arkansas"
Another student from Asbell Elementary .imagines herself as many
different things , saying :
"I am the egg shell of Big Bird."
There are poems about growing up, poems about dragons, circuses,
schools , movies, and even an ode "To a Purple Dandelion that Grew out
of My Left Nostril Last Thursday . " (See Paragould High School.) There
are tributes to fathers :
"As I prepare to graduate and move out on my own,
He is the yellow caution light."
--John Sims, Monticello High School
and poems about animals , dreams and freckles. In these pages, the
children and young adults from Arkansas schools have taken a fresh
look at what ' s around them and helped us to see things in a new way.
There is so much poetry inside young people; it ' s a delight for us as
poets when we help them to find it .
We would like to thank the teachers and administrators for their
continued help with the P. I.T . S. program. We also ~o~ish to thank the
Arkansas Arts Council and the University of Arkansas for making this
program possible; Dr . Don Ous t erhout, Director of Research and Sponsored
Programs, and his assistant, Dr. John Stokes; Ms. Sharon Pyka of Research
Accounting; Dr. Kinnamon and the secretarial staff of the English
Department; and, of course, the students themselves who have written this
book.
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ASBELL ELEMENTARY

!

am

the~

am as hot
as a stove cooking
a bright yellow cake.
I

--Kristen Gilbreath

lAm
I am a bubble that floated out
of an elf's mouth.
I am the egg shell of Big Bird.
I am a sock that you can eat.
I am a frozen piece of tape
that is stuck to a curtain
rod .
--Melanie A. Henderson

Chants

I am the snow turtle walking
on the rocks of imagination
I am the dragon of anger spitting
fire of wrath through the sky
I am the purple and green
martian clinging with fear to the
last bit of my planet
I am the rabbit in the clouds
chasing after the mice in the
fields
I am the star falling through
the sky leaving a streak of
light behind me
I am the child being born at
dawn
I am the rain beating on the
rooftop as the thunder roars and
the lightning flashes
I am the drop of dew on each
and every blade of grass
I am the song of goodbye the
birds sing as they fly south
I am me.
--Rachel Weaver

I am the eagle of fire taking
nourishment from the midday sun.
I am the wicked soul condemned
to the ovens of hell.
I am the exiled ruler living off
the waters of immortality.
I am the purple rabbit hitching a
ride with the afternoon clouds.
I am the fiery comet hurtled through
the chasms of eternity.
I am the glorious knight in shining
armor rescuing the maiden of light.
I am the dream of death waiting
to overcome the restless souls of the
riot of creatures .
I am peace, my calm smile striking
love into people's hearts, overcoming the
hated obstacles of war.
I am love, bringing two people together
in the bond of marriage.
I am everything, but I am nothing .
I am Time, the exhausted soldier,
striking each second on his drum as he
marches through the marshes of heaven .
I am emotion, the happiest and
saddest feelings.
I am forever .
--Jon Fernandy
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BATESVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
Dentist
I wanted to go to the library.
I wanted to be a dentist.
I must study and get into a good school -But they won't let me go to the library.
I wander off to find some teeth to look at.
It's dark and cold . I wish I were in the library.
Where am I?
What are all these stones sticking up from the ground?
God--I'm in a cemetery.
It's very late.
What will I do?
I'm going to get eaten by a ghost.
Ohl I only wanted to go to the library.
-- Holly Graham
If People Were Shoes
If people were shoes
We would always be tied up.
Our best friend would be a sock.
We would be locked in a
Closet part of our life .
If shoes were people
We would shake laces instead of hands.
We would have a giant hole in our body.
~

Donna Butler

BATESVILLE JR. HIGH
Rattlesnake
In the dead heat of noon,
In the unbearable dryness of the desert,
the scaly smooth creature
slithers and slides through the burning sands
wondering where its next meal will come from.
Will it be a wandering desert mouse
foraging among the sparse greenery?
Or a young rabbit lost in the vast expanses of sand?
Slithering, sliding, hunger prevails.
-- Brad Pollett
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BATESVILLE JR. HIGH (continued)
Perhaps there's someone about the house
And lurking in the shadows.
Rampaging about the house in an unfamiliar fashion.
Alleviating the security of my downy, snug blanket.
Never will I venture forth and explore the supernatural.
Old rafters creak and shingles rattle as the storm rumbles in .
Isolating myself from all, I shut myself within .
And it's only the cat.
-- Tammy R. Hilburn
The Dirty Dingy Old Forest
The dirty dingy old forest
Wasn ' t always that way .
Nothing stands where
The grass used to lay.
No birds chirp, nor the wind blow
The leaves of an oak.
Roses are long gone
From the water's edge.
The rabbits and other friends
Have long since been driven away.
Trees wither and die, their
Leaves fall to the dirty forest floor.
Sun rays always find their way
Through the bare branches .
Sun rays find not grass beneath,
But bare layered ground,
Covered with dirt that
Even the Greek gods trod.
The moon will surely leave
The forest to play in the open meadow,
Instead of getting all dirty
In the shadows of the unknown.
Frank Dudley
The Wolf
The wolf sat hungry
On a cold winter's day.
His stomach pained
At the thought of food.
The night was snowy
\.fuen he went out for his prey.
He leaped, he dashed, he crawled,
But all the rabbits got away.
Slowly, sadly, when night became day,
He made his way back to his home
wbere he sat horribly terrified
At the thought of starvation.
--Leslie McElmurry
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BERYL HENRY ELEMENTARY
Change

Earthquakes and Apples

The summer
still hangs
warm and neat
with sunlight
as it did last year .

As my teeth pierced the apple,

the earth stirred.
As the apple split,

sharp rocks bit the dust.
I offered Newton's ghost some apple.
We stared down at the core .

The autumn
still comes
crumply and crushly
as it did last year.

Group Poem
Poem

The winter
still cold
clean and snowy and quiet
as it did last year .

I went to a farm and at
school we were talking
about plants. I asked
my father about plants and
he said, "They grow slow like
children . "

The spring
still comes
hot in the sunlight. ·

Robby Smith
It is only me
who hi.!S changed.
-- Kim McKamie

Good and Bad Feelings
sadness is to see a child die
from hunger
loneliness is to
see one bird singing to itself
happiness is to see laughing
and joy
fear is to see the
sigh that means danger
-- De Sean Stuart
Poem
Strawberries are beautiful,
When water trickles down their bumpy skin.
When the sun comes out,
The strawberries gleam like crystals
on a chandelier vine.
-- Kristina Stewart
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BOSTON MOUNTAIN EDUCATIONAL COOP-ELEMENTARY
Poem

I Am Old

If the grass
Could make a sound
It would sound
like a library on
a hot summer
day.

My

Jeff

face will change
and I will look like an Old
Orange.
I would eat things that are soft.
I would work with wood. I would
think of the past and act in the future
the way I want to.
Jeff

Poem
Stars would sound like
when you are pouring coke
on a glass of ice.
Michelle
Poem
If the grass could make a
sound it would sound
like a soft whistling sound.
If the fish could make a sound
It would sound like a deep
tuba sound.
If I could hear the stars
they would sound like
a cat hissing when it is mad.
If I could hear the sun
it would sound like a
fire that you poured cold
water on.
-- Austen
Magic

Poem
If the grass could make a
sound it would sound
like a soft squeaking noise
like a fish.
If I could hear the
stars they would sound
like a hissing noise like
a cat.
If I could hear the sun
I could hear the cement
sizzling.
-- Brian

I Am Old
What do I look like?
I have gray hair
What do I eat?
Vegetables
What do I think about?
I think about what what
Would happen the next day
What do I do all day?
Change
I am old.

He lives in a humongous castle
with one-sided windows,
a cat that looks like a
cow, and a flying pegasus.
I'm trapped forever with
the dragon with three heads.
Kenny calls for help.

Ms. Moyer's 6th Grade Class

-- Andy Brewer
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BOSTON MOUNTAIN EDUCATIONAL COOP-HIGH SCHOOL
Sardinium

Poem

This bottle belonged to
a dwarf
who was 103 years old.

His snuff can in the
pocket of his holy shirt
looks like a tiny sun. Pencil
blue shoes. He smells like red
wild cherries in Western Arkansas.
He is a dentist for wild animals.

The dwarf inherited the bottle
from a genie
with a golden lamp.

-- Cynthia Davis
(The dwarf doesn't think it has
a genie in it-maybe it does.)
He hid it in a secret room
behind the shelf
In a marble cave
with the sound of water dripping
like the heartbeat of a wild animal .
It was found by four indians
who opened it
and drank the strong wide genie.
The genie inside them had twenty-six inch arms.
Boots as curly as a rose.
From inside their stomachs , the genie
screamed-"Hey, what are you doing
with that bottle?"
He cast a spell on them.
They died.
This bottle belongs to a dwarf.
Anyone who touches it will die .
The genie sits inside, watching color TV,
mad at the dwarf .
--Group poem
My Quiet Place
I don't need a quiet place
cause every place is
quiet as a blackbird
sitting on the limb of a tree or a hot day
quiet as blue as quiet as a
big smile on my face.
Roy
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BOSTON M:>UNTAIN EDUCATIONAL COOP - HIGH SCHOOL (cont.)
A Quiet Place
A brook , a meadow, a place where the
sound of rushing water is a treat, a place
where violets and roses bloom, a place
where leaves that are colored orange ,
red, and brown fall, and a place to call my
own.
-- Billy Kelley
Brick Brown
Black leather jacket
Cigarettes
Black boots
Greased back hair
Heart of a panther
Heart sounds like a bass drum
In a rock band
His cologne smells like a bus
Full of girls
His name is BRICK BROWN
Gary, Tammy, Ralph,
Jimmy M. and Dennis

A Quiet Place
I have a quiet place at the creek
and I hear the birds singing in the
trees and I see the pretty dogwood
trees in bloom and I smell the sweet
smell of wild roses and I see water
flowing on the rocks like crystals
in the sun .
--Stephe n Harrison

A Quiet Place
It is a place
where not many people go .
It is deep in the wood,
In a cave back below the surface
of the sea level.

The smell is like a stream.
The sound is like
tinkling of the water hitting a flat rock.
The sprinkling off the rock
is like looking at a black
diamond
or a white pearl
in a black
silk
cushion .
-- Shon Gomez

Hy

Quiet Place

It looks like a
river of gold
it smells like
big flowers
it feels like
a air plane in
the sky
it sounds like
a rose in the
big green grass
--Jerry Todd
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BRAGG ELEMENTARY
How to Tell an Ant from a Flea
If you want to know which is
which, just snap your fingers
20 times and say, "What are you?"
And then he or she will say, " I am
an ant or a flea." If thay doesn ' t work
or if he does not want to tell you,
you ' ll probably have to look for
yourself.
- - Elijah Rudelis
Untitled
Having a little difficulty soaring through the air;
of prey
~ith long wings, and a high speed,
!in to tne eagle.

A bird

Jerry Shelton
An Imaginary Rose
It is a soft as cotton
As light as a feather
It smells as sweet as perfume
The thorns are as sharp as a pencil
The petals are beautiful as a dove as they
break off in your hand .
--Lathonia Bly
How to Make a Thriller Cake
You get some bats and a couple of hats,
you get some dogs and cats and chop them up.
The it will take a couple shoes and then some boo-boo's.
What else is my thriller cake made of?-honey and mice,
some chicken lice,
and then stir it up with all your might,
and put it in the oven.
Take it out, take a bite, and you might,
you just might be still here in sight.
--Michelle Troup
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BUTTERFIELD TRAIL ELEMENTARY

My Tiger
The tiger, my tiger was getting ready
for a date.
An important date.
A big important romantic date.
He put on his tux .
His yellow and black tux.
His striped yellow and black tux.
He put on cologne.
His good cologne.
His very good smalling cologne.
He got his car
His very junky car.
His . very old car.
Nothing's Life Is Easy!
He picked her up.
He picked her up quickly.
She dumped him.
--Eric

Where I Go When I'm Alone
I like to go to a special house that ' s
being built
It ' s on a dead end and alone
I climb all around and don't really
talk
I think about things that I don ' t
usually think about when I'm not
alone
It's peaceful and quiet except for the
cars
I finally go home trying to be
inconspicuous
I get home and get punctured
with questions.
--Lisa Snyder

It ' s a dark cold place,
in the refrigerator
with the smell of beef
and flour around me
then wh~n he opens the door
light suddenly pours in,
heat comes in
I begin to shrink
he picks me up
I'm dumped in some coke
I choke and dissolve.
Nothing ' s life is easy!
--Shannon Locke
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CADDO HILLS ELEMENTARY
Gray Squirrel of Terror
There is a gray squirrel of terror
Sitting on a sweetgum tree looking at me.
Wondering what he's going to do, I duck and
I peek up at him.
Suddenly he tramps on me and
White Wind Green Grass
I get the terror of the gray squirrel,
Like the time I got shocked by the
I have a white Horse.
old washing machine. There was
His name is wind.
no one to help me off. I had red burns
I ride him through the green
all over my body.
grass all day .
The gray squirrel of terror makes me
I call him wind because . .•
frightened .
when I ride him he's as
--Willy Hensley
fast as the wind.
One day I rode him to a
high hill.
We had fun, he
likes
rolling in the grass.
Penguins
It got dark.
I heard mom calling.
It must be nice
Wind
didn't want to
to stroll on the ice
leave. Finally, and with
strolling night and day
a neigh, we went home.
day and night
l left him
wearing nothing but black and
cropp.i ng
white.
Green Grass .
--Angie Wisener
-- Shelly Garrett
Summer Days
Swimming in the creek like a turtle with webbed feet.
On and off the diving board like frogs in lily pads.
Swimming swiftly through the water like a hungry
bass chasing a minnow.
-- Lonnie Miller
The Burned Office Building
I am a burned office building,
businessmen and secretaries used to run up and down my halls .
Then that day came ,
One night when I was all alone
flames and black smoke came blundering out of my windows
The fire engines came screaming down the dark spooky street
I head yelling and crying down below,
The next day I waited and waited for my friends,
~ow only cardinals come and visit me.
.:_ Chet Dyars
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CALICO ROCK HIGH SCHOOL
Fields
It's an early December day,
And I'm no longer covered with hay,
But sage grass has taken over,
with just a little bit of clover .
In the woods I hear the leaves ,
And then a sudden freeze.
No movement at all,
Not one single sound .
Then I hear it again.
This time louder and more violent than ever,
As a small deer leaps out across me
Taking bounds bigger than life itself.
All
And
For
has

of a sudden a loud shot,
the Deer drops out of the air .
the hunter at the end of the field
gone unnoticed till now.

He's got what he has come for,
But nature has lost one of her beauties .
And I am the silent witness of both .
--Charles Smith
Red
Red is a thought,
A thought of anger .
An anger that can ' t be bought,
In the mind of the seventh stranger.
Red is a blood-stained wall,
That shelters a lingering fire.
Red is like the warriors fall ,
And the rage that will never tire.
Red is
Of the
Or the
Of the

a burning fury,
beaten child.
artificial color
ladies smile.

It is the dying words,
Of the defeated soldier.
It is the spring birds.
-- Dylan Hurd
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COTTER HIGH SCHOOL
The Sea
Alone, the misty, blue, dark water,
a ship.
Rushing like a football through the air.
Hunting, searching for the bright, marble door.
Masts like needles.
A storm, a hassle.
The sea is empty,
But for one, single bird flying overhead,
and in the distance we bear a crow.
--Sheryl Brandon
Untitled
The rose on the bush is beautifully possessed
I'll make a corsage with a needle and knife
Give it to a girl who is beautiful as a marble statue
She looks like a radiant fire burning
The heart of her radiance makes me sweat
My heart blushed, but then her love was an empty, lazy gray
So off I go to hunt another in turn of my tragedy.
--Darrell George
Untitled
Some mean people kill animals,
they don't hunt.
Their dark blue personalities have stopped
the long running dance of the animals
who live like smurfs,
hidden from human view.
The droppelgangers and frog have stopped
their cheerful flying and jumping.
Other "hunters" are green with the army
of mounted heads he has.
How so very, very sad.
--Erica Marston
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COTTON PLANT ELEMENTARY

I

am a Doberman Pincher

The Day People Got Bit

A big, nasty Doberman Pincher

with big
paws and
big teeth
and he
was as
big as
a bear
and welght
was 302
his tail
was as
big as
a tree
and his
feet was
large as
a Bible.

Hey! cobra boy
why do you bite
people. I want to
know before it
snows! Tell me
right now.
Before I start
you to bleed.
--George Boran

The Peacock

--Kenneth Ray

Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Peacock with pretty feathers.
beautiful Peacock at the zoo .
ugly one at home
funny Peacock at Burger King.
Peacock flap his yellow feathers.
Peacock fly off the roof.
Peacock die near the river.
funny Peacock lay his wings down slowly.
--Karla Dinwiddie

The Whale
One day a whale was swimming
in water it was blue and doing its own thing.
Then the little boy said look at it.
It 1 s pretty .
--Cedrick Lloyd
I Am a TV

I get pushed all about
people stare at me
People listen very careful to me
Sometimes I talk all day
People really pay attention to me
I'm just a square .
--Kenneth Ray
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COTTON PLANT HIGH SCHOOL

How to Know for Sure You're in Cotton Plant
When you come into Cotton Plant you
be riding mostly on bumpy, dusty streets
You will see old men hanging around
Sammy Joe Dilworth's repair shop
reminding each other of the old times.
In the summertime mostly everyone
will be wearing sunglasses
even if there is no sun.
--Derek Stovall
If Hands Were Birds

Love

They would flap their wings
as you shake them.

When two people come together
as a compass
Running through a flowery field
hand in hand
Looking for a symbol
of their feeling
Hold.
They find it,
in an abandoned pasture
a long-stemmed rose.

They would have wet wings
instead of dish-panned hands.
They maybe would have to
put two feathers behind your
friend's head.
In your pillow there be many
loose fingers.

-Sherry Woods

Instead of the birds laying an egg,
your hands would,
and also hatch them.

Mirrors

And if birds were hands
I wouldn't eat them nasty things.

I see all there is to see
yet I am blind,
I think of much, but say little,
I am a jewel o f unknown faces.

--Eliot Wells
--Jeffrey Howard
Poem

l

js like a
S is like a
A is like a
B is like a
~ is like a
L is like a
L is like a

main street with four ways to go
snake just before it strikes
cherry with a very long stem
golf club just before you swing
mouth just when you speak
string hanging from your dress
line in the road for a drunk
driving test.
--Isabell Callon
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DEWITT HIGH SCHOOL

Untitled

Untitled

We are like windows
stained with
colors of the rainbow

cold
cold
cold
cold
cold

Set
in a darkened room
till the sun
comes shining through
Then the colors
fall around our feet
but situations
change them
all to gray
We see
rainbow colors
of assorted hues
come and exchange
for blues
like the love
of a lover.
--David Langley

people walkin' around
air about a town
land for all around
way to end
war
--Thorn Waldron

Rain
Rain is like a child.
When the rain falls gently,
The child is crying
When the rain come down
In a flood and destroys
The dreams and hopes of humans,
The child is throwing his toys
Into the back of his closet.
Rain is also like a gray
Blanket that covers up the
Dry, parched earth.
It cools and heals like an
Ice pack on a black eye,
Taking out the heat so that
Life can begin again.
--Susan Whitcomb

Grinding pencils to small stubs
Effort to make numbers sing
Opening shadowed doors
My pen unlocks for me
Equality echoes true
To figures of same name
Rigorous problems drain
Yawning I fall asleep
--Jerri Cole
Airplanes
Smell like a thousand gas stations
Look like a giant tin can with wings
The engine feels like you have a thousand tigers
in your bare hand
Sound like a million lions
One can almost taste the freedom around them when flying
--Kavan Dodson
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DREW ELEMENTARY
Mr. Flutesnoot
Once, I landed on a very strange planet
A very strange man named Mr. Flutesnoot
he asked me to marry him.
If I said anything wrong
I would be bait.
I had to think of something.
I got a dictionary of their language
I tried to tell him in a quiet voice
as if I was telling false stories
I told him that I was already married
but I would like to be your friend
He didn ' t understand
Maybe if I gave him a gift,
or maybe . . .
I was interrupted by Mr . Flutesnoot
"I need an answer," he said.
I said I will give you a year's supply of pizza from Pizza Hut
Still I coundn't make him understand.
Finally, I threw up my arms
got ready
and jumped off their planet .
I landed right smack in the middle
of my room.
--Melody Moore
The Travelling Wolf
Wacky Wolf was travelling through the Arctic Ocean
One day he came upon a polar bear
Later he stepped into a telephone booth and flew into space
Fifty billion years later, he was back where he started
lfuen Wacky Wolf stepped out of the telephone booth
He said, "The world must be spinning fifty times per second."
When the world stopped spinning, he fell out, unconscious.
And then Wacky Wolf was arrested for murdering a frozen polar bear.
--Shane Newton
The Snake
She s aw it lying there
Harmless and calm
In its rare beauty
She knew it was beautiful
But thought it would hurt her
How wrong she was
She had no knowledge of snakes
That is why she killed it later,
In the grass, near the pond.
--Amanda McCuin
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EDITH BROl-IN ELEMENTARY

Birds in a Tree

The Cat and the Rat

Once there was a tree
a big droopy tree. All the
birds went to trees on the
other side of the park .
Soon all the birds went
to the big droopy tree
because it was bigger than
any other tree. That big
droopy tree was pink, red,
gray and rough. It had big
black leaves. One day
the tree reached out and
scared someone by patting
a boy on his head.
That big tree had two
great big eyes and a large
mouth with great big
green teeth.

Once there was a cat
that wanted to marry a
rat. The cat said to the
rat will you marry me?
The rat said to the cat
a rat can't marry a cat.
I know said the cat but
we could be in
history . The rat said
wouldn ' t
that be grand! So the cat
and the rat invited all
their friends: Jake the
puppy, Speedy Gonzales, and
Carry the canary and they got
married by the wide old owl
in the schoolhouse
oak tree. Then they sailed
to the Island of animals
and lived happily
ever after.
-- Joe Rice

-Tara Andres
Living Leaves
I'm in the living leaves department,
And the leaves are asleep.
And all of a sudden they jumped,
One put on a record and started dancing .
I giggled till I didn't have a face.
--Carrie Moore

The Dumb Politician
There was an elephant
running for president
He lead
Us forward
Until we cane to~~ard
A car with a dent
--Jeremy Richburg

My Room at Night
My room is brown, and is standing
in the corner of our house. A large, mean,
blue cat is mooing like a cow when the lightswitch is off . The walls are shivering,
and moving from the cold. ~o one
is in there except for my cat, a
red man with wings, and me.
--Jeannie Cogbill
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ELKINS HIGH SCHOOL
Goat

The Barber

The old ones have long white beards.
They have horns that curl like donuts.
They have the eyes of murderers, yellow as
school buses.
Dawn Willis, 8th grade

This barber is a girl & she
is cutting my hair, I like the
way you can feel her
pulling on your hair for a
little bit then it slowly
just falls out of her fingers.
The sound of the scissors is
like a typewriter it makes
me want to fall asleep.

To Ted O'Neal
Today we heard that you died .
It was really a shock.
So I sat down and wrote
this for you.
We had fun (Lisa, Regina & me).
I'll never forget the Day
we painted the park
and got red paint all over
you car.
But you said it was all right.
I remember the days you ' d
come and talk to us and buy
us a Coke .
Now we are sitting
here crying .
I can just see you
in your baggy pants
and shirt.
I'll always remember you that way .

--Becky
The Saxophone Player
You're a mystery to me.
You make music that I don't like
The metal dragon that you play
Wheezes to an end.
And then starts up again
But then you stop and take a bow
As if you owned the world
Then you start again
And I almost wince at the shrill notes
The long long non stopping notes.
--Leslie Eckhart

- - Tina Drummond & Lisa Rankins
The Poet
This poet he was a preacher. He was in a classroom.
He was standing up there in the ~iddle of the room
preaching, preaching about poems . Preaching to me
in the back of the row and everyone else, trying to
expand our thinking . Preaching in a deep voice,
wearing a tie like pencils dangling from strings.
Preaching to us about drunk guys at a dump shooting
rats in the middle of the night. They were shining
the car lights on the rats and shooting them, letting
them die there and then driving home. He preaches
to everyone, not just to me and my friends. I've seen
him two times before and I'll see him next year too or
at least I think I will see him preaching, preaching,
preaching, preaching.
--John Van Tuyl
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M two teepees put together
A a part of a swingset
N a bolt of lightning
D half of a sun
Y a broom
-Mandy Johnson

H
A
R
K

the beak of a bird
the tip of a pencil
a stone rolling down a hill
a bird taking off from the ground

C a bent staple
an ant hole
X two swords crossing

0

--Mark Cox

A

a roller coaster in July

P a snail in its shell
R a person walking in a fine
silk dress
a flower in bloom
L a wire bent out of shape
I

-D. J. Slavik

I am the magical hawk
I don't eat fish
I eat ice cream
In a big silver dish
I don ' t wear feathers
r wear boulders
But even bigger than that
l wear big potholders
--Mike Burrell
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Quail

The Bear

A quail is a small
brown bird that
swiftly runs through
fields, they hunt and
are hunted for food ,
they play and have
fun too, they are born
in a small world when
they get older they break
out of their world
and come into ours .

The tree was the bear,
The sky was his cave,
Stumps were his footprints,
The leaves of the tree was
his fur,
The wind was the angry
sound he made.
--Brandon Phillips

- -Jacob Cunningham
Cat

An

Earthquake

The cat is a silent wind blowing
on a sununer day.
Her tail is a weeping willow swaying
in the wind.
When she runs she ' s a cloud moving
fast in the sky.
When she goes to sleep she is the
quietness on a rainy day .

An earthquake is like
a herd of buffalo running
up and down the street
It cut up the earth
like someone digging
a cemetery in a field.
--Larry Cooper

--Lara Vaughn

Rules
Do not tie your shoes.
Don ' t ask the snapping turtle's advice
Don't trust a smiling cat.
Don't wear an octopus for a hat .
Never laugh at the teacher's jokes.
Don't mistake a boa constrictor for
a necklace .
Don ' t pull a dragon's tongue.
--}irs. Davis' 4th period class
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How to Make a Gremlin Omelet
First take a microwave oven
and then a green gremlin that needs no lovin'.
Pop it in the microwave and shut the door
and set the temperature to 404.
Now stop the oven and open the door
then pour in some grease you found on the floor .
So put it back in the oven and set it to 910 .
Are you ready to make Green Gremlin Omelets again?
--Matt Fisk
A deer is dear as bear is fair . As
a raccoon is a snuffball, as a panther is
like a night in day . A fox is a little
fireball. As a kangaroo is a jumping
Jack. As a rat is a bat as a bat is a rat.
As an elephant is a big nose going down
the road.
--Kyle Waller
Change
The summer still hangs
heavy and sweet with sunlight
as it did last year .
The autumn still comes
showering gold and crimson
as it did last year.
The winter still stings
clean and cold and
white as it did last year.
The spring still comes
like a whisper in
the dark night
It is only I who
has changed.
-Harcus A. Hurray
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Lovelorn Fence
I stand on the edge of the bluff
Holding in the grass- -holding in the cows
My life is so contented
I feel the river below me move against the ground
I'm in--brushing, rushing, pushing
The dew of the
The sun of the afternoon hardens it for bugs
to crawl on
I hear their feet tapping against me
Often a red bird will build her nest in one of
me--if there ' s a hole she can find
She eats the bugs in the afternoon
She roosts on my wires
She is my companion- -though she doesn ' t know
The warmth of her feathered body makes me
happy to hold her inside me- As she sits atop her eggs-! love to hold them for her while she eats my bugs
Then she leaves so the cold can come
And I am lonely for the soft flapping of her wings
The bugs are gone--the eggs are gone
Now I hold the snow
And .. ! hold in the cows.
-Tammy Harp

Expressions

The Lake

Red is the explosion of noise , from
headphones, against your skin .
Red is the feeling of a sunburn.
The taste of red is bitter to the
tongue, like a vitamin without
the sugar coating.
The smell of red is sweat from
the football players after a hard
game .
Red it the heartlight in E.T .

Water ripples like a snake
wriggling out of its skin .
Cool to touch silver
clean, clear? It
used to be.
Why isn't it now?
People know.
Don't swallow, it's poison.
Lily pads wind circles
Plop! Plop! A full sink
like church bell chimes.
Mud squished between toes
Ouch! Broken glass.
Lake looks reborn.
It isn't.

--Kelly Ritch

--Sheryl Daugherty
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Tornado
I am a tornado
Picking, scratching, pulling at the earth
I scream through your window sill
as you crawl under your bed
I fight with the air, cracking
the wind with my whip
I chase the dry leaves scattering
Smell the air I reek of old weather
My temper is uncontrollable
I run through your neighborhood
Through your back yard
Through your house
See my old, tired, wiry
mass of a body
Wearing down
spinning to a stop
Leaving my trail for you
to follow with sorrow
--Debbie Kincaid
The Field
I am the grass in the field,
the field in which you are walking,
the grass which you are walking on,
I am very wet and soggy,
I get your feet muddy and wet,
I smell like a wet dog,
I sound like a wet child crying,
the cows repeat themselves in me,
people sometimes plant things inside me,
the morning dew which sits on me,
and the sunrise looking down on me,
the tractors come about that time,
and it's time to harVest me,
it is like someone pinching you,
the big wheels make deep imprints in
my skin,
it's about sundown now,
and time for me to rest.
--Linda

~tiller
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Normally at night, with the walls I live,
Enclosed with an occasional spider- guest,
Or his left-behind web .
And the carpet on my floor
Is the grass, short and soft.
Layered between white walls,
And below my window sill .
Normally at night, I sit,
The silence keeoing company to enclosed thoughts
I have
Which echo between themselves-Off the towering walls, and in the fibergrass.
And in the soft light swarm
A thousand grains of cloth,
And I wonder where they're going ,
Settling like feathers
On the grass between my walls.
Normally at night, I don't go anywhere.
But on the nights I do
I leave my walls to stare at each other blankly,
Wondering where
The conversat·ion went . The grass sits
Still and silent
In the dark when I am gone .
I sit among my friends, wishing I were there.
--Scott Johnson
Hunger is a well- traveled fellow.
Not just a yearning for hot, sweet,
Apple pie or cool vanilla ice cream
Washed down with smooth rich milk,
But an emaciated skeleton
With skin taut over the bones.
Stomachs bloated and the sour smell
Of death. A feast for flies .
Hunger makes good use of its fat.
--Kevin W.
Oh how beautiful it is to hear the morning
bird sing.
High up in the tree tops.
How his voice does s ing .
He sings a song of love
A love that will never be.
Oh how I feel this song
For you see this bird is just like me.
--Harquita Harris
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Tour Guide: How to Know When You 're in the Amazon Jungle
You walk through screech- filled
overgrowth of green bushes. But
watch your step because the hungry
quick sand will gobble you up.
You hear a loud rumbling growl .
Thoughts race through your head like
an outrageous rollercoaster.
You hear the loud noise again and
you wonder if it's the devil
himself on the loose--but don't
look back!
You start to run for your life.
You run through a giant black
spider ' s web. The sticky web
entangles your face. Finally
you come to a clearing , but you 're
trapped by the brackish water.
You go for a cool swim in the alligator
infested water. Alligators snap at you
like a mousetrap. You swim faster
than ever . Finally you reach the other side .
Good thing you ate your Wheaties this morning!
--Jack Hammons
Wet Sandy Beaches of California

The Rockies

Walking at night
wet coarse sand between your toes.
Tremendous quiet.
Out of the deep blue sky
a seagull speedily swoops down.
His sorrowful cry is the
only thing heard.
Continually walking alone
the cool breeze lazily
blows loose strands
of your neatly tied hair.
Suddenly from behind you
there is a slight movement.
Turning around you find him.
Lovingly entwined in each other ' s
arms you walk home.
The fight is over.

A sky of purple and blue
in the background mountains
with snowy summits . Thick
fog rolls in through the valley
at day break . You are awakened
by the roar of thunder just before
soft rain begins to fall .

--Dana Parker

--Tom Bo r garding
Armadillo

My body is long and hard.
A sign of trouble will cause me to
roll up in a ball.
So~e say I look like a speed bump
and I'm often found on the side
of the road in Texas.
--Tom Borgarding
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Untitled
He ' s here again.
He hasn't been t o see me for a while.
The only time he comes is when I feel alone.
Sometimes I wish he wasn ' t here.
Though at times, when everyone
is home and everything is noisy ,
I wish he was.
I don ' t know where he lives
Though I'm sure it can't be too
far away .
He doesn ' t have a specific name .
So I call him whatever I feel.
He talks to me often, and i s r ea l l y
understanding.
When I have a problem, I talk to
him before anyone else .
He usually has a good answer .
Though sometimes I don't like it.
I don't know what else to tell
you about him.
And I ' m sure I needn ' t say too much .

You probably know him .
And you have talked to him at times
yourself.
Some people may say we ' re crazy ,
But we know better .
Everyone knows him.
No matter what they say .
Everyone talks to him.
--Leah Robinson

The Child Who Has Dreams
This child is yet to be born,
still he dreams of the dreams
he will dream in the future.
He dreams of his mom and
dad, who will he love the most?
He feels like a prisoner in a
cell, trapped in the stomach of
his mother. His time will come
when he's free, to be all the
things he dreams to be.
Each day he is nourished by
the food his mother eats, through
the veins of life like through the
bars of a jail. When his mother
eats oranges his face puckers
up. That's why he's so wrinkly
when he is born, like a prisoner
that is old and worn. A child
starts out wrinkled and ends
up wrinkled.
--Sherry McKnight

The Shot
His big worry was sinking the 9 ball
Many easy nights he had wandered into this condemning pool hall
No one could hold a candle to him and his glittering shooting stick
His hawk- like aim and his steady shot sank the 9 ball every time.
He had shot twice already
His opponent was eager to condemn
\s he aimed the sweat rolled dotm his
Unshaven face like a stream in a forbidding forest. His hands shook
like a leaf riding the wind.
--Gary R. Powell
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Simile Monster
his head is like a globe
his skin as cold as a can
his bony fingers feel like chicken beaks.
his legs are like flagpoles
and his arms like the Union Carbide towers.
his nose is like a brillo pad
his tongue like sandy jello
his voice is like crunching gravel
his eyes are like spoiled jello
and his . ears like dried peaches
his heart is like a salted tomato.
his teeth are like shredded fingernails
and his mouth like a radio that is
constantly playing
--Anonymous --4th grade
My monster has two bird bones in his whole body

his eyes are made of light bulbs so he can see
in the night.
His teeth are made of hard rocks
and he leans forward as he walks .
If you ever see him you better watch out.
--Nicholas Frakes
Simile Monster
His mind is like an engine
it starts up and goes
his name is the car monster
--Tahney
Simile Monster
His brain is a speck of water
His fangs are sharp and long
and his toes are like pistols
He lives in a water tower
with no water at all
--Anonymous
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A Short Reunion

If I Had Nickle

Fade in the sound of laughter
as three old buddies reunite.
Picture the room of smoke with
bottles all around the table .
See the sagging of the dark
areas under their eyes as
they play cards and yawn
by the light of the lamp . They
all knew it was time to go
and as the second one.grabbed
his coat and his hat, the twinkle
in his eyes and the smile on his
face looked as if he was saying
I'll see you again .

If I had a nickle for everytime
I smiled I would have a Porsche.
If I had a nickle for everytime
I talked in class I would have
a fleet of Porsches.
If I had a nickle for everytime
~irs. Novak talked to me after class
I would buy my diploma now!
If I had a nickle for everytime
I said "Hi Ang!" I would buy her
a Porsche.
--Greg Chadnick

--Kelly Posey
Postcard to Dophyllia Andromeda Galaxy
Cruising along in an old city skimmer
past the galactic garage down a magn-sub
track overlooking the Universal Academy.
Thinking of Jotall, my beloved home
and my desert hopper, wishing I could
be there, cleaning the vaporizer on
my uncle ' s sillia farm on Jotall.
--James Katorvich
The Rich Guy

Church Hall on a Particular Thursday

If I had a nickel for
everytime my car stalls or
my carburetor acts up, I wouldn't
have trouble with life itself.

Fade in the sound of joyous singing
Picture a huge crowd gathered together
Catch now the beautiful woman in a
long, white angelic expression in the
mist of it all,
Catch now the man with a
nervous appeal,
Capture the heart of the father
pounding, pounding, pounding!
Fallen down, the anxiety, the pressure
all down,
Capture the angelic expression now
to a tint of gray.

If I had a nickel for
everytime the clock ticks a
second of time, my problems
would be solved.
If I had a nickel for everytime
the teacher gives us an assignment my billfold would
not be empty.

--Judy Henbest
--Ricky Patrick
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Love Struck
People sit around like bowling pins in a
closed bowling alley,
they wander around like planets in
space,
they stare out the window like a child
staring at a police officer ,
they stay up at night like owls,
they smile like they ' ve been on uppers
all their life
--Clay Parker
Torpedo

Swirls of Blue and Whi te

I ' m not a person,
I ' m not an animal,
I ' m not a fish.

The sky and all the world ·
was blue in the background
it smelled like dew falling
on a cold winter night it
tasted like the bitterness
of a lemon fresh from the
icebox it had buildings
that wer e boarded up and
had graffiti on all the walls
every house was empty it was
like nobody had ever lived
on this earth before but
me.

I'm a
I 'm a
I'ma
but I

pencil that has drowned,
rocket that has fallen in the sea ,
long jet with no wings,
am not air bound .
--Jody Pitts

--Deanea Mitchell
If You Could Open Me
If you could open me you could find
a football up in the air during a football game
If you could open me you could find
a big yellow boat floating out in the ocean
If you could open me you could find
three bright blue rivers with six sandy banks
If you could open me you could find
three orange sunsets with one yellow moon over them
If you could open me you could find
a handsome young man standing in front of a mirror
or six men f i ghtin g at a baseball game.
--Brandon Lane
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The Doctor and the Lion
A doctor came to his office one day
and saw a lion that must be a stray
from a zoo that was very near by.
The doctor had a heart attack
and the lion reached in his back pack
and got out some medicine that made the doctor cry.
The doctor then went out cold
and the lion calmly stole
the doctor ' s twenty-four carat gold
neck-tie.
The doctor then came to
and sent the lion back to the zoo
and then went to his house to peacefully
die.
--Jared Dockery
My Hero
My Hero could blow down the

biggest brick wall and a school. He
could lift an elephant and 2 hippos on
top. My hero can stand 200 hours with
out moving and reach the sky without
standing on his toes . And I said thanks
hero.
- - Melissa Cook
Poem

Lions

If the stars could make a sound ,
They would sound like
Jesus whispering.

~urking in the darkness
It ' s waiting to stalk its prey.
Qnly the hunter can stalk the king.
~ight ceases.
The Hunter
Suddenly marks the gleaming eyes
of the king .

- -Shannett
Poem

--Hugh Hall

If the moon could make a sound
it would sound like moths in the
lantern trying to get out.
--Jenny Chaney
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Poem
Once upon a time long ago
there was a dragon and a knight, and
the dragon was roasting hot dogs, he
was breathing fire. The knight was
so surprised that he dared to go
up and confront the dragon and say
"Dearest sir, why art thou roasting hot dogs
for all we know you eat people." And
the dragon stood up and said, "My
sir, I beg your pardon, I am on
a diet," And the knight said , "My
dear chap," lam terribly sorry.
I shall leave on a quest to find
more hot dogs for you . "
--Ricky Hester
My Quiet Place
Riding on the roadside .
In the country.
The leaves abristling in the ditch.
Turning on my three speed.
Quietness is right outside .
--Michael Stuart
Moon Flowers
Moon flowers are the color of
a mermaid's pink, purple and red tail.
The size of a lion's head.
They smell like a petal of sugar and
honey.
--Sara
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Air as the fuel of owls
The house is small , worn,
and scared . It whispers
to the wind in the middle
of the night. It watches
me at night with eyes
I feel I could fall in.
I can also see my life
passing before my eyes
through painted glass
pictures . The aroma is
still, quiet, old. I'm thinking
maybe it's not too late.

Night as the fuel of Adolescence
We travel in small metal boxes
Lights blazing never blinking
talking to friends old and new
Finding a girl made just for you
living the moment as it comes
moms and dads calling us bums
going to parties drinking it down
then we go out and cruise the town
living and dying laughing and crying
screaming from inside you want to be
free
living and dying I just.want to be me
--Sam Smiths

--Kim Trueblood
There is this void
In the time behind me .
That Nobody is trying to fill.
A light, a cell
Dying around a circle of emotions
When I read in the pages of time,
My emotions turn to steel.
--MiRe Collins
The Weimar Resemblance

A quiet atmosphere in the room
with a small lantern throwing eery shadows
of the four men in the room
one man seems to be ill or dead
a pale face with black rings around the eyes
Will the doctor looks into his eyes
trying to figure out the cause of death
his assistant Egor for a chance to help
with his derby hat standing above the patient
who seems to be on his knees
or the doctor is holding him up
with the doctor's glasses slowly sliding from his face
the third man has the face of a cold-blooded murderer
black top hat with gray hair
sticking out like straw
black trench coat hanging to the floor
round-type metal glasses bent tight against his face
waiting to see if he ' s going to have any business
for the funeral home today
--Billy Edgar
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Butterflies

The Lion Bird

Love is like a butterfly,
It flies through happy skies,
It sends its colors through the air,
With courage it flies real high.
All happiness instead of sorrow,
It spreads its wings like a
rainbow tied.

The Lion Bird
did fly in the sky
could sleep when wanted
without Being afraid

--Angela Bolding

He
He
He
He

was
was
was
was

the King of all animals
the one to name our question
mighty he was great.
called Lion Bird.
--Mike G.

Blue Blue
You got the flu
I don't want to play with you
White white
Get married tonight
Going down the drainage pipe
Brown brown
Did you drown with all that sound

Untitled

Black black
I got me a new Cadillac

In the West
devil bird swims
in black water.

Green green
Are you clean as a bean

-Renee Miles

Red red
Are you dead
--Ray
I know a snowflake as a melting star .
That sticky- tick of honey and tar
Colors alone what my finger cannot do.
Could you could you tell me about blue?
--Demetria
In Braille I read the word by my finger
and with them came to know your smile on your
face your smile.
--Demetria
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Germs

Untitled

Germs are neat, they have no feet.
They have no home, no hair to comb,
no conscience to regret with .
They have no wife to snore at night
with. Germs are weird and I ' m sure
hate to be ' em. They're so
little, no wonder we can ' t see ' em.

This is the war no one sees
your buddies and friends
blown to the trees
all of a sudden in one
bright flash,
the world is ash.
--Jeffrey Smith

--Robin Vowell
The Empty Room

Struggle

The empty room stands alone
As if someone wanted in.
The walls have a certain
presence like a smell among
the clover.

It pulls him to it like
death pulls a lost soul
to its depths.
He fights with all he
has but it is stronger.
It is like an ant to
a giant in a single match.
His last life line breaks,
like a single thread of
silk, he has lost.

This makes a silence among
the empty floors , like a nest
wihtout an egg. Empty and no

reason at all of existence.
Just to be there as if they
were there from ancient times like
a glare from off the ocean
there once, gone in no time at all.

--D~~ayne

Reid

--Brien Hall
The Mind's Eye
My lone eye , open and wide,
looks out upon my two selves: good and evil.
In one hand I hold a pyramid,
shining like the sun of a thousand worlds.
In the other, a pyramid , as black as the blackest space.
Alas , I sit in this dark, dreary world.
Only myself . Alone to think about my feelings,
to find myself .
Perhaps someday I will understand why
I am here, and discover how to mix my feelings.
Then, only then, can I be at peace with myself.
--John Miller
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The Spaceship
There is a spaceship zooming through
the air. I could tell it was
going on a trip because it was going through
the air.
When it was night and it was
going toward another planet, the spaceship
glittered like a nip of sunshine. I love
spaceships. I love to watch the spaceship
as it goes bip, bip , dip, dip, and I love
to watch it as it dips down to another
planet and when it comes back, I
congratulate it and that ' s the
whole story about spaceships.
--Amber Alderson
Motor Cars
From the city window, way up high, I like
to watch the cars go by. They look like
burnished beetles , black, that leave· a little
muddy track . Behind a man in your house is a
pot of Gold.
--Desmona McGraw
Whiskey Frisky
Whisky frisky,
Hippityhop,
Up he goes
to the treetop!
Whisky twirly ,
Round and round,
Down he scampers
To the ground.
Furly , curly,
What a tail!
Tall as a feather
Brown as a sail!
Where's his supper?
In the shell,
Snappy, cracky ,
Out it fell.
--Kimberly Lawrence
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Pluto Han
I look like a big green spot on the
planet Pluto.
I see many of my blue elephants
running around and I also
see purple grease monsters.
I live in a ditch filled with
green slime .
I have relatives that look like
Elmer ' s glue .
I do my job by cutting people's
toes off.
I say things like, "2hsXSHv3%3918V."
I thi nk like a cave man .
--Jess
Nirrors
I
I
I
I
I
I

see
see
see
see
see
see

a 10 year old girl
her brown eyes
her blue bluejeans
her different color shirt
her brown hair
a pretty girl

I think that she is nice
I think that she is truthful
I think she is a pretty girl
I say she is
I say I want
I say I like
I say I wish

nice
to be like her
her
I was her
--Victoria Newton

I find the night constantly in my attic in
my bedroom closet and it drives a black
hearse and eats black-eyed peas and a l ways
wears shades .
--Walter Chadi ck
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The Rain
The rain is wet and cold,
on hot days it feels good
but other times it storms and
it's cold . The rain is wonderful,
it waters the grass and
flowers and the trees. It can
fill the dog's bowl up. The
rain makes puddles in the
road. The rain has a nice
sound, it sounds like a
person tap dancing. The
rain can be wonderful.
The rain's house is wonderful
too, the rain lives in the
clouds . The clouds feel
soft like cotton cands.
The rain would taste
like a salty sea. The
rain is white with sparkles
of clear crisp water. When
it rains you can't go out.
But it can be fun to stay
in. lolhen you stay in the
house you can work
puzzles. The rain is wonderful.

A Lake
A lake is as blue
as the sky above
our heads . And
fish jump up
like popcorn in
the popcorn machine
seeing boats going
across the lake .
Waves slash in your
face. Then you get
too cold like
an ice cube .
You have to get
out and stop playing
like a possum plays
dead.
--Noni Mallard

--Tonya Martin
Snow
Snow is like a little cloud falling .
It is blank as a white piece of paper.
When you look at it close, it looks like stars
far out in space. When it bunches up,
it makes the land white.
--Kenneth Kinne
can Opener
A little can opener
that grins open lids
and the food is poured
into the pan. And the
can opener is put away
for the night .
--Rachel Shafer
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I ' m a Dr agon

The Day the Dragon Came to King School

I ' m gr eat
big and I'm fire
red and I have horns
on my head
I have a
big long
spiked tail
I can blow fire
out my
mouth and I ' ve
got great
big feet to
plow down
houses and
you had better
watch it because
I ' m scared
of people and I ' ll
run right
over you.

It was Friday at 10:30. It was
time to go outside for recess
As usual Mark Hurst had the
basketball
We flew out the door at SO mph
suddenly somebody said look
there was a dragon
basketball in hand
doing William Mills reverse dunks
Do we have to play him
everyone thought
As soon as we started playing basketball
he said his name was George.
George?
I think I must be drinking too
much coke .
Anyway , Brian Vent threw up
one of his famous 80 foot shots
That almost knocked the goal down
George got the rebound and did a Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar sky hook that swished

-Roger Keys
This is going to be a long game.
-Jerry Tate
Runnin~

Running and the wind blowing through
your hair and a unicorn breathing
down your back setting down petting
him on his silvery mane and resting
while the unicorn drinks and you
eat a peanut butter sandwich .
--Chris Mohr
The Mythical Land in My Lunchbox
know a land where unicorns
roam.
I see them when I bring my lunch
from home .
Where dragon-flames spew,
all colors in a hue.
Singing my candy and cupcakes
Where leprechauns run and gnomes
have their fun, and mermaids
swim in lemonade lakes.
I

--Jeff Baldwin

3pm, May 31st, in Van Buren
King Elementary School students
running and jumping
in the Van Buren
City Park pool
Some with brick red splotches
on their
shoulders .
Teenagers in Z-28 Camaros cruise
the Sonic on Main Street.
Roger in a purple and pink shirt
rides his clunkly bike.
And one lone student sits
by the lake Cap Bedell measuring
the shape of the deer
on the surface
of the water .
--Mrs. Boyd's 4th grade
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Poem

High Fashion Model

He was bright as the stars
Warm as the smallest flame
His smile touched the hands of many
Unitl her
She took him and shook him, used him
She, as dark as the night with only
A thin layer of gold to hide her trueness
She saw only her gold
He is now the leftover

I am a long bean pole
Whose strands are a stiff as
dried hay
Or as loose as spaghetti
I am a shiny eel who has
Big blue seas for eyes
I have tiny feet like a lizard
I have a name like a wild horse
--Angelia

--Sherry Dranderson
Shoes
My dear friend have you ever noticed
how strange peoples shoes are . 1 . The health shoe
or maybe two garbage sacks glued to rock soles?
2. The high heel or did you lose the other
stilt? 3. The sandal, straps wrapped around
your foot? 4. The jelly shoe , is that really jelly?
5. The ultra-violet tennis shoe, do they really
glow in the dark? My friend now that I think about
it I'll go barefoot to the president's banquet.
--Thomas Golden
Dentist
I am a warm snowman
A caveman who picks at tiny icebergs in
Pink and white caves
I sound like bees , grocery store music,
Toothless old men slurping soup
I invite you into my casket
My shiny portable chamber
11th grade
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How to Create a Butterfly

The Noise Maker

First find the brightest and most
beautiful colors in the world .
Then mix the colors together
on a dark rainy day in a hollow
tree trunk .
The tree trunk must be floating
at least twelve inches
from the ground.
Then take a tear from a fly and
mix it in with your imagination.
Find the saddest and loneliest
place and make a butterfly .

That is very funny looking,
This thing that humans use,
To cut the land's hair.
It makes so much noise,
And these earthlings ride it .
It must torture the land
as it cuts his hair almost bald.
These earthlings use the
strangest contraptions.
I'm just going home.
--Brandy Ames

- -Juli e Donoho
Vacuum Cleaner

Hairless Dog

Noise like booming thunder ,
Wiggles like a snake,
Sucks up anything ,
Even from outer space .

I am a Hairless Dog as bold
as I can be,
I ' m in the Dark with
other dogs and they're not like me .
I want long hair so
long that it covers my eyes,
And then rto one can
tell me I'm bald as a french fry .

Looks like an elephant
With a belly big and round
It swings its trunk back and forth
And then it roars and roars around .

-Nancy Johnson
--Angela Franklin
Poem
Onde day a grandmother came upon a dragon
She said, "What are you doing this day , this day?"
He said , "I ' m writing a poem, a poem, a poem."
"Why write a poem when you could write about me?"
"I don ' t want to write about you, you, you . "
Then they never saw the dragon again, again .
But the grandmother had grand big dragon skin,
a dragon skin .

I

L_ _

--T. J. Counseller

The Falling Star
When a star falls,
It sounds of the wind,
Howling over a mountain,
Singing as it goes.
--Kristin Schulz
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Time
He
He
He
He

looks like Santa Claus, only thin
listens to the rhythm of tick tock
lives in a cuckoo clock
lives in the memories of dead friends.
--4th, 5th & 6th graders

The Hawk
I wish I were a Hawk
I could fly anywhere
It would be nice to be a Hawk
I wouldn ' t have to walk
I would swoop down and eat worms
I would be beautiful
I would fly with the wind
I could be happy
I would make hawk sounds
I would have a coat of colors
I would be silent as a Rock
I would see people playing from
far away. Swoosh I see a worm
I shall eat my foot
I can see someone trying to shoot
me I must head south.

Strength
It can lift things
you cannot see.
--Landon S .

--Isaac
My Dream
Once, I dreamed, there was a dragon .
A very nice and peaceful dragon .
He was pastel pink with feathered wings,
And from his chin dangled purple things.
He swept me up into the clouds,
They were soft and puffy white.
Oh, I wish you could have been there ,
It was a cottony sight.
I tasted pink snowflakes,
and orange raindrops.
They melted in my mouth
and they were sweet.
I fell asleep upon the cloud,
the dragon took me home.
When I woke up it had just rained.
--Melissa T.

l
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The 5th Season

Hat

I was sitting on a grape lawnchair and

Teddy said it was a hat,
So I put it on.
Now Dad is saying,
"Where the heck's
The toilet plunger gone?"

I saw a jelliebean with a 100 foot
beard and I saw a chicken lay square

eggs and a brown banana came floating
out of the sky. And I saw
a puppy with grass growing on its tail.
His nose felt like a wet sponge in my
hand. I saw a six shooter shoot eight
shots . A horse was like an upside down
cake . The turtle was like a jack in the
box.

--Derk Morris
I am the dandelion that roars

to the apple tree
--Shawn Smith

--Lance Parnell
The Forest
The trees are creaking like stairs at night
And the grass is like hands grabbing at my feet.
And the birds were playing roots of a tree like a
goodtar .
The porcupines were having practice with their

needles.
And the rabbits were playing hide and go
seek.
And the blue trees were talking to each other.
And the green rocks were playing jump rope.
And then it started to rain pink raindrops.
--Derk Morris
Forest

Warning

I'm walking the forest and I
can hear the leaves crunching
like Cereal. The birds are playing
hide and seek like some children
running in the wind . The dogwood
trees smell like fresh strawberries.
And the trees look like 100 green fish
on 100 hooks. And the animals are
all asleep because I have all
scared them away.

Inside everybody's nose
There lives a sharp-toothed
snail.

--Jennifer Epps

So, if you stick your finger
in ,
He may bite off your nail, and
it will bite your ring off .
Stick it farther up inside,
Stick it all the way, and he
May bite the whole darn thing
off.
--Jerrod Bradley
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Vince
Vince, in his black leather tights , dangling
chains, studded leather belt, back stage
getting ready to perform, not thinking of
it, but something else, someone else,
somewhere else, his wife, in a hospital, in labor
will it affect his performance,
It's time, he's on stage, in the background
he hears 1.2.3 . 4. --he looks out into the crowd
but it's not the crowd he sees, he hears
the crowd, but its not the crowd he hears
he sings .. . . ••
It's over he did it. He rushes backstage .
grabs the pho~ dials a number. "he smiles"
his wife gave birth to a 8 pound baby boy .
- -Billy Canoy
My

Dentist

when I have a toothache
you chase the pain away.
I expected love
instead of that awful medicine.
when I come to kiss you
you seem to fall asleep
Maybe it's that gas you take before you see me .
--Dickie Anne
Joe Cool Isn't Cool
Joe Cool with his Nike astro turf shoes-and his football pads in his hands
walks past the school gym thinking about the game
which he had lost because he fumbled-He meets a cheerleader that makes him feel worse
by telling him that he had lost the game cause of his
clumsiness and no coordination-Joe Cool drops his pads
and sits on his helmet and weeps
--Derick Welch
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Cobra
Cobra, cobra , cobra,
Do you remember me?
I was your friend in school,
In work ,
And in play .
No one really like you,
As I can recall,
Except for me , and that other snake that was 6 ft. long.
I remember that people cut you down ,
But each on e paid .
From a raise of your cobra head,
They could tell you didn ' t play.
Those were the good old days,
When I was the top guy,
And you were top snake,
And no one dared to make a mistake.
--Kevin Spence
1-lr . Sunshine
love it when your sandy brown
hair is shining in the sun.
I love it when you sit in your
chair with your red shades on.
I love it when you blow your
whistle to caution someone .
I love it when you save someone' s
life from the ripping waves . But
most of all I love you being
You.

I

--Donna McCay
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A Giant
When a giant looks down at the ground
Houses are as small as dirt
Bugs are so small giants can't see them
Flowers are as small as dirt
People are so small he can barely see them
When people talk giants can ' t hear them
When a giant sits down in a huge chair it breaks
When he walks the ground cracks
--Helissa McCue
My Bird
Oh bird you don't
read or write.
Oh bird you don't
sit or walk.
Oh bird you don ' t
swim or dive.
But put on your clothes
and put on your shoes .
--Mandel Burge

A House of Dreams
I will be the happiest thing
I must have many things
and my dreams may not come true
I will not get every
thing and you will not either
i f you do
I will too and the stars are
bright , you are too.

My Pet Lizard

I had a pet lizard
That could hold a hammer
He fixed a hole in the roof
He told me he worked hard
I gave him a penny
He ate it whole
I took him to the doctor
But when my lizard said hello
The doctor ran away
When I got back home
The roof was down
But my pet fixed it
I gave him a penny
He ate it and died.

I will go to the end of
the world and touch a house full
of love and the house might
be yours.
- - Ashlie Michelle Childress

My Friends
My friends are kind and have
strong feelings . I play with them,
laugh, run under the sun . But one
thing I like is, they share and
I share.

-Melissa McCue
--Luanna Howard
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The Big Top
Trumpets sound off like bugles
Blown of a foxhunt.
A giant balloon pinned down with spikes
Cages the commotion .
A crowd rushes
through a tear in the canvas
like a herd of deer
fleeing from a forest fire.
The Olympic emblem
sits upon the floor.
White horses
lope around the rings
like small ponies at
a 10-cent pony ride.
A tiny tot tugs
At a red ball secured
to a painted visage.
A tarzan-like man
swings from vine to vine
and side to side, near the top.
Carelessly , he falls

Untitled
Love is like chewing gum,
When you first receive it,
It's full of flavor.
As it grows older,
It gets tougher.
And you can find yourself
Doing the same thing
Over and over again.
--Chris Barnett
Voices

as a butterfly would float

I am a tape recorder.

down to its net.
The roaring of the crowd is
like that of the hungry lions.
A man in red and white
dressed like the lead
in a barber shop quartet,
makes a round with
popcorn and cotton candy.
Hurriedly, small children come,
like baby elephants
searching for peanuts.
The rowdiness of the cage
settles down
like animals lacking energy.
The pavilion is decamped
like the closing
of a zoo .
Like a balloon
popped with a pin,
The big top comes
falling down.

Push my buttons and I work.
Talk at me; I will listen and
Keep your jabber.
Use caution; my batteries are old.
~zy voice warbles.
Hear what my tape plays.
Erase these words.

--Toni Person

--Jennifer Russell
The eat's paws--tiny rakes-scratch the leaves.
His tail--a tomato stake.
Sharp, shining teeth--blades of
a tiller--devour the tiny field mice.
Like the grim reaper--satisfied by
the harvest--strolls proudly from
the garden.
--Sarah Leonard

MONTICELLO HIGH SCHOOL - cont.
Untitled
My father is a sign-post in my life ,
Guiding me around dangers I am yet unable
To see .

When once I was curious about the smoke-stack
Billowing in his mouth, he was a stop light
Warning me against people with plumes around their heads.
When I used to stay up late, partying till the dawn
He was there, reminding me of the speed limit,
Telling me to slow down.

As I prepare to graduate and move out on my own,
He is the yellow caution light .
Telling me to be careful and take life at my own safe pace.
--John Sims
Untitled

Freckles

Lines in his face
like trickling creeks
cut into hills .

Mistakes are like freckles ,
dirty freckles on my knees .
Go away dirt ! 't-1y tears squeal .
Scrub and I scrub. The wash rag picks
up skin.
They frustrate me. 'to~ eyes are deep in
freckles.
I bleed. I need a moimDy bandaid.

The old man's voice
spoke of the birds
that ruled the air,
and fish that ruled the seas .
His broken rustic tone
eased my mind as
he began to slip away,

--Jennifer Russell
Old Car - Old Mule

I felt the warmth of his
cold heart as he left me
alone in a silent room
and as I left the hospital,
where in the hall
I passed a mirror,
I saw a mold for which the
old man had created
an image of himself

The
The
The
The

tires cracked like worn hooves
seats scarred through time
horn only a soft bellow now
air filter clogged from many plowed
fields
The motor bogged down through many years
of labor.
Both resting now in a field .
--William Barnett

in me
--John }fcClendon
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Han Eater

What Am I?

I am the man eater ,
live in the shadows.
You can ' t hear me!
You can ' t feel me!
You can ' t even see me!
When someone walks into me ,
you can ' t see him anymore .
At night I gobble up
trees , houses, and fences .
What am I? Darkness.

Sometimes 1 catch flies
I have 18 legs
I make a lot of dough
What am I?

I

(A baseball team)
--Shane Rye

--Andy Bassham

Mischief

The Man's Shadow

Mischief is like a
border line between
people and civilization.
They stumble to the

The man's shadow,
creeps along the sidewalk.
One foot after the other,
pretending to skwish little

ground where they

green monster.s,

sometimes stay with
hesitation.

As blood oozes out.
--Jennifer Goodner

--Hilissa Harp

The Man in The Moon
As I look up at the moon,
I see him just sitting there,
Looking about the world like a
private eye !
--Jennifer Goodner
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Stallion

Brad the Cat

Stallion, Stallion,
With the fiery eyes,
Please don't strike the bird
Stallion, Stallion,
With the bright, beady eyes,
Can anybody scare you, anybody?
Stallion, Stallion,
With the pawing hooves,
Please don't charge at the bird
Stallion, Stallion,
Rearing high,
Why are you trying
For that bird in the sky?

I am walking around the jungle
I head someone walking close by
I think it is a human
It couldn ' t be a fly
Suddenly I hear a crack
I feel something hit me hard
I run right up a tree
Not far about a yard
The humans try and catch me
But like normal they're too late
Suddenly the limb breaks
And I fall like twenty pound weight

--Nick Brown
They catch me in a box
Then they shoot me in the head
I think I am alive
But then I drop down dead

Wind
The wind is to show
.How a thing can grow
And especially through trees
When it is fast
It is called a blast
And it's otherwise known as
a breeze.
It begins somewhere in the sky
Like a sigh,
Then it turns into a roar
And turns to a sigh once more.
--Winsome Harris
Once a German Shepherd,
Climbed up a redwood tree.
And people would say to each other ,
"Now how can that be?"
Then the German Shepherd,
Turned in a glance .
And slid back down,
And did a sturdy dance.
--Linda Bonham

--Brad Foster
There once was a soft white rabbit ,
On his way to Vermont
He came to Chicago
Hopped on a subway to Claremont .
When he got to Claremont,
It wasn ' t his home city.
He went too far away,
Oh, what a pity.
Then he bumped into a lunchbox ,
With lots of things to eat.
He ate up all the goodies,
The milk dripped to his feet.
If you liked my poem,
Don ' t feed it to the dog.
--Kerry Attwood
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A Fool Is a Feast
Come on in the water's cool
I say .
you know the
only person who would is a
fool.
I'm a piranha the hungriest
of the deep
Come in and I will
feast on your feet
Ouch you say with a shock
of pain
But me and my brothers will
strike again , and again and again
All that will be left is the
gleam of bone
And you families
Will start to moan.
--Dale Buss
The Wheel
Quiet
As quiet as a grape,
So plump and round.
As quiet as an ant,
So small and black.

As quiet as a glass of milk,
So delicious and white.
As quiet as a snail,
Trying to find a bigger home .
As quiet as a glass of water,
So clear and icy cold .
As quiet as grass,
So stubby and green.
As quiet as paper,
That you start and end on.
--Dana Cowart

I sit swinging
On top of the world
Looking out onto
The precious land
With the wind
Blowing in my face
I watch the balloons
Fly with the wind
A human with brown hair
Throwing space ships
at planets.
--Lori Bradley
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An octopus is a giggler
As he crunches the little fish ' s
bones.
The poor fish in the octopus's
arms.
--Jennifer Floyd
Golden Eagle
The Golden Eagle flies in the
cold sun set.
As night falls he falls into
his nest.
Tomorrow he will fly sky high
again.
--L. Sean Meadows

The Black Butterfly
The black butterfly lives out West.
He bas a rope of braided leaf,
And wears a vest of blue grape
skins.
He wears boots of hollowed vine.
His spurs are stars from the black
night sky.
--Teresa Gilbert
Pony
Put it in the stable
On the hay loft with
No one but his shadow.
Yes, only his shadow.
--Dyann Hougland

I Remember the Unicorn
I remember the unicorn
I remember their golden horn,
I remember their delicate hooves,
That hardly touched the ground
I remember the unicorn
Like a child remembers the merry-go-round

I REMEMBER THE UNICORN!
--Amy Willmon
The Seal
The seal looks like a submarine with eyes.
The seal tastes like dried jelly.
It sounds like a tuba without notes.
It feels like a wooden pipe.
It smells like a dry fish.
--Brian Rutherford
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Ode to a Purple Dandelion That Grew Out of My Left Nostril Last Thursday
I sat alone in the rotten house
The rancid odor of rotting drapes flying up my nose
A clock droned poignantly stale
Announcing the hours that were no more
The buds of youth; blossomed and gone
My bed creaks in spaces that laughter once filled endlessly
A forehead now lined like a dried up riverbed
Covered in snow that knows no moisture
Rusted to a great iron bell rests a clapper unused for ..•
I am old and a purple dandelion grows from my
left nostril;
It grew when I was asleep- -last Thursday
My thoughts were to weed it when I first
noticed it
But I could not lift my arms
No one noticed it; I don ' t think the hours care
I'm old and I don ' t mind a purple dandelion
growing out of my left nostril, or was it
my right
The cellar has a hole in it; mice eat my
grain
The dandelion is suspended over my soul
that will soon hide the world from me
I'm old and I don't mind the dandelion
growin~ from my left nostril
Or my toes
--David

~ibley

Jr.

The Mouse
hear a mouse running
down the hall.
I he~r a mouse scratching
through the wall,
I hear a mouse, then I hear
nothing at all,
I hear a mouse coming toward
my room,
I hear a mouse still coming
he better watch out, on his
way in and on his
way out,
I still hear the mouse coming
just as fast as he can come.
He's com1ng closer, closer,
closer, closer,
SNAP
Mouse
Trap

I

--Donnie Lowe
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Notes for a Movie Script
Fade in
Picture

confusing music of unusually loud and soft sounds.
a small built girl at a daze to the almost
unheard television, but fingers tapping anxiously
for the telephone to ring.
Picture her close to a long needed sleep and with a
startling crash the telephone rings to awaken
her out of her daze.
Catch
the fast awakeness of her eyes.
Show
him at an old pay phone using up a quick
minute to assure her he is missing her terribly
and safe.
Catch
·her slow sigh of assurement that he does care.
Picture her laying the phone down without
one touch of sound . Staring at the phone
gaining energy through her eyes. Straightens up
to stretch her long positioned back .
Catch
her walking drowsily down a short but
neat hall stopping to look at a singled out
picture.
Catch on the picture her laughing, him smiling
as if she was the greatest thing in his life.
Catch
her small unsure frown
Fade out as she walks to a single doorway and pauses
to look back but continues to slowly go on.
--Gary Shedd
Notes for a Uovie Script
Fade in a harvest gold moon
overlooking a deep blue sea
Picture a shadow walking
along on soft white sand
Gatch the flutter of a nightbird
sailing across the moon.
Fade in the figure glancing
upward at a handsome face
standing in her path
Picture their whirling and
running across the sand
Fade in cold silence, then
the sound of a heartbeat
beating faster and taster
Catch a mysterious man
running close behind them
Fade to her face, looking
frightened and flushed

Catch the cry of a gull
The sound of a scream piercing
the sky , then silence
Fade to the ocean waves softly
beating upon the sand.
--Helissa Ramsey
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Panther
I would l i ke to steal the darkness
of the night. To see what creeps in
the darkness . To see how it move or
how it react , like how a panther
lurks into the darkness like a black
Knight in shining armor. To see his
movement the way he glides at
every move, how quiet he is to be so
big. Panthers are cool they know when
to react when danger approaches or when
they are chasing their prey.

Walking down the beach
holding hands
What is it, what is it
-Yolanda Pugh

- -Randy Smith
PARSONS ELEMENTARY
Letters

An Artist in a Cave

If I were a letter ,
I would go to France,

well i went
to a cave one

And wear fancy hats,

day when 1 saw

And ride on a trolley,
To go down town ,
And shop all day .

John the artist
he was painting i asked
him where you been
for all those years
i asked he said
i've been painting this
thing for Abraham
he said i said
what! he's dead
huh John said
well too bad.

I'd pick a muguet,
In honor of myself,
Give it t o my
Fiance for love,
I would go to
Sleep in a water bed.
--Tonya Guthrie

--Sylvia Helm
Baby's in Church

A baby in church is sometimes
like
a
silent
forest,
Having many things
inside
but
saying
nothing.

--Dennis Howell

I saw a professional bowler
at the museum and he was
bowling down old bones
and stones.

-Lloyd
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A Computive Comparison
I'll tell one thing that cancels out poetry
that's Algebra it makes you think too logically
you think in equations and variables not
in emotion and feeling, but is there an
equation for creativity is there a
binary pattern for creating a poem in
your organic calculator, or is you
albegraic logic capable of wiping the
poetic slate clean?
--Byro!l Miller
Dark Night

The Star

Love is a dark
starry night
squeezed into an elevator.

Looking into the mirror
she thought of all the
things she had done in
her youth and how
her life had changed
so.

--Perry Morgan

Picture Poem
A cool summer night
A man with dark sunglasses
wrapped with a thick white robe
waits alone beside the pool
filled with tropical fish
trying to dream of a pretty lady
but he can only picture a leg.
--Shawn Lancaster

No more walking to the
corner deli. Everyone knew
who she was. Constantly
going to openings, parties, and
plays.
No one wanted to know
how she was feeling .
It was always her work
they cared about.
Looking into the mirror
She wondered if she had
made the right choice
to be a star.
--Darcy McKinney

Untitled

As the young boy walks through the woods
A soft summer breeze blows through his hair
And the soft blue sky is f~lled with the chirping of birds
And then I turn off the T.V. and "Nature" is over.
--:Olichael Jump
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Something
Something is what everyone
wants or needs.
It's not corn, a pencil,
or a string of red beads.
~o matter what
you do
a something is a
Something.

--Cory Jackson
Swan
Swims gracefully
water is my favorite thing
angels watch me
no one says I ' m ugly.
--Angela Stewart
Postcard--Kentucky
Bridges over the rivers
Tugboats pull barges along
the water. Hear the sound
of the boats whistles.
Fisherman along the banks.
The doomed fish flipping
in the water.
--Anonymous
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The Donkey Courtroom
I was walking down the sidewalk
to pay my mother's water bill
till I heard a noise from the
court house I had to go and
see what was happening so
I went inside and there was
a donkey in the courtroom.
He smells like dog breath
He's feeling like a crushed egg,
I was so excited that l put
it in the newspaper.

There was a donkey in
the Empire State Building
and he smelled like perfume
and he looked like a tramp he
was always talking proper.
Taffany Hollins

--Kendra Parker
l'he Fox 1 Saw in a Riverboat.
I was out fishing and what
did I see, a fox in a riverboat
rowing to the bay. I looked at
him real good, he just gave me
a good stare. I ran to my
dad, fishing on the other side of the
lake. The fox disappeared right
then in front of my eyes. I
told my dad about the fox, he
just said I was seeing things.
I looked for the fox in the
boat, but there was no boat
there. But from this day on,
I remember that long fox stare .
--Kelly Jenkins
Rattle Snake in a Beauty Parlor
It
It
It
It
It

looks like a big thick rope.
sounds like a slither.
feels like a banana peel.
smells like a rotten apple.
tastes like a skunk ' s tail.
--Karla Townsend
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Light
Light is fun, it comes from the sun.
You can read with light
Sing with light
raw with light,
Breathe with light,
Dance with light,
Prance with light
You can do anything with l1ght,
But turn it otf . . . . 1n the daytime.

Flowers
There are red roses,
there are yellow posies .
I can see some orange bows,
In the meadows.
Flowers are beautiful,
They are colorful.
There are sunflowers-That are outlines in orange.
Flowers look up at the sky
and say "goodnight . "
See you tomorrow,
when it is light.

--Tommy Wilson
Farms
I would like to be a farmer.
Farm the whole day through .
I would like to have a lot of animals
cows cats and goats.
I would like to have fields of
wheat, corn, and oats.
I would like to drive a tractor and cut

--'l'onia Mauldin

the corn cut the wheat cut the oats with you.
Bale the hay rake the hay all the day.
--Bryan Bryan
What I Would Be
If I could be anybody in the world,
I would be a kindergarten teacher
Because they get to take care
of five and six year olds,
They may be messy, but who cares
You can not talk to big kids
But you can talk to little ones ,
That ' s who I would be !
--Jackie Sumner

Spring
Spring brings back the sting
of bees in the flowers & trees
and the cool breeze going
through the trees.
Butterflies fly around
not making any sound hopping
and jumping around. Then the
flutter of their wings is the
quietest of all sounds.
-Matt Hollars
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Ballet

Anger

Across the stage the music plays.
The record dies the child lies
down on the wooden floor.
The sound of satin touches
the floor. There is no music now.
She is the music.

I am a big black wave,
rushing and smothering.
I am a spotted tiger,
seething and prowling.
I am a vicious frown,
taking over you.

--Laura Yates

--Jenny Robken

Heaven
Stars at night
In heavenly flight
Moon, a neon marble
The heavens alive in lights
The milky-way
A dancer in pastel tights
--Marla Yates
Hyper
Sometimes I feel as if I am in fastforward.
When everyone else is in rewind.
Sometimes it is just the opposite.
--Reba Poss
Tourists
Old things and New things
mixed in your mind,
Seeing the sights,
A whirl of buses and trains,
Tour guides voices mix with
the crying of tired children,
Rush,
Catch the bus, run for the train,
See what thousands have before,
Look but don't linger,
Never enough time for everything,
Never enough time for anything.
--Ashley Cockrill

My Philosophy
"This floor is cold," said
one dog to the other.
"All day long we must
go without shoes and
walk across hot parking
lots, cold snow and
everything in between.
Humans always take
for granted how
lucky they are.
Perhaps they should
walk around with
all this fur in
the summer. It does get hot,
you know."
"I agree," asid the
other dog to the one.
--Sasha Nemeck
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The Mask
I used
It was
It had
It had
I wore
It had
It had
It had
It was

to have a mask for my face.
red, green , yellow, and blue.
beady eyes and a big nose and mouth.
wrinkles in the face that were a blueish gray.
it to the tribal fair and the sun wheel.
a very nice big glow.
orange, blue, green, yellow, purple, red and blac k polka-dots.
triangles on the head and around the nose and the mouth.
a big oval shape to fit my little head.
--Erin M.

The Last Mask
The strange bazaar mask. The Last ~~sk.
There is a boy. He goes out into the darkness.
Wearing palm leaves. And a strange bizaar mask.
According to long legend . The boy never takes the last mask otf.
Because there is a sickness. And the legend says
Who sees his face must die.
--Erin Caldwell
Marty
Once there was a mn .
He lived in a town named yellow town .
There was a cave yellow, a man
yellow, a ball yellow. Everything
yellow! You could hear yellow rakers .
You could feel yellow air.
--Anonymous
When the Black Bear Comes
When the black bear comes he roars on the mountain and comes down and the
next morning he comes up and the sun whirls around the world the black
bear runs away to his home.
--Ely sea
The Future Animals
In the morning you meet a lot of animals
that turn into a rainbow snake.
--Patrick R.
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My mom would dress up in a short dress.
~zy dad would dress up in a white tuxedo.
They would go to a disco every night.
They called my dad fast feet and they
called my mom slippy toes. They put
on a fast song and my mom and dad got on
the dance floor. Everybody clapped their hands
and my dad looked like John Truvolta and my
mom looks like Olivey Nooten John.
--Chastity Leann Murray
Tornadoes
I am afraid of tornadoes.
They sneak up on you like big monsters
tormenting everything in sight
ripping houses and buildings apart
and when the ripping and tormenting
stops I am sad to see all the
tormented things the huge monster had made.

--Amy Butler

Guess

How My Dad Works

My legs are very tired
There my dad sits
And I am lonely,
on the press
I wish I could play,
printing all the newspapers
But I am not alive,
in town. Everyone depends on him
Oh,
to get the newspapers out
Here is someone now,
They are coming over here,
I can't imagine my dad at work .
They are sitting on my bench ,
--Wendy Moseley
They are very heavy,
They are playing my keys do you hear me,
Ooh,
They have sticky fingers,
But I like it.
--Misty Rogers

l
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Snow

Tree

White all around
Icicles hanging upside down
Cold wind blowing through me
Trees moving in the wind
Snowmen standing in the yard
Like giant robots
With little hats and scarbes
Just as though they were real people
Real people standing in the snow
Kids running playing in the snow
With the giant robots
Around and around
Building more and more
More and more
Little do they know

The leaves of a tree
have fallen all around
time for us to all
settle down, the tree
has a bird still in it
but it does not say
a sound. The tree can
hear the wind in its
branches the people hear
the voices of those who
stand looking. Winter
comes the sawdust falls
wood is chopped a fire
is made and the tree
dies but not for nothing
for a purpose, its leaves
that fell planted a seed
and tree grows great and tall.

--Eric Hardin
Forever

--John Miller

The ground has been waiting
for him a long time.
It has him now.
And Grandpa is gone.
\-le didn't notice him
much when he was here.
But now that he's in the
ground, everyone regrets.
The ground has been
waiting for him a long
time.
It has him now.
And Grandpa is gone.
Forever.
Forever .
Maybe he is happier now
where he is.
The ground wanted him
much more than we did
then.
Too late now.
--Denise Young

R~turn

of the Automobiles

here they come again
they were here once before
causing chaos and destruction
destroying all who opposed them
one owner was caught walking
alone in the parking lot and was
assaulted by a pack of Porsches-he was never seen again
but his tie was seen lying where
he was attacked saturated with oil
the army was called in but
with no vehicles--they were quickly
obliterated by the hordes of cars
the leader of the cars-a Rolls Royce--appeared on the
television and said--we are
not evil--we are just trying to
get equal care for all our brothers
the leaders of the world were appalled
and were annihiliated in an onslaught
of tires.
--M. Lapio
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My Lucky Dog

My Cat

My dog with its shiny silver coat

My cat is smoke
Her meow is the soft rain
Her legs are like thunderbolts
My cat is smoke
Her purr is like a motorboat

With her razor-like teeth
Her eyes bluer than a sapphire
She runs like a horse trotting
through the wild, wild world
Playful than a little kitten
When she barks many dogs follow
When she howls many birds come
When she died they all came and
sat by her grave.
--Juretta Scott
My New Dog
~zy

new dog with its silver fur
can run and catch a bird,
his paws are gold with diamond claws
can slash open a door
of solid oak,
with one eye of ruby
the other of jade
he could see a hidden rabbit
a thousand miles away,
his nose so keen he could smell
his food from California to Europe.
--Jeff Spencer
Favorite
Favorite is my calico.
His ears are tepees.
There is fire burning his fur.
The blackness of night is within him.
But the goodness overtakes him.
His eyes are sparkling diamonds.
His tongue is a blush on someone's face.

--Janell Markey
My Cat
My cat with its smooth gray fur,
sits on its blue old rags,
His eyes like raging diamonds,
His claws like raging sharp teeth,
fast as a jackrabbit,
old as an old fat lady,
My favorite cat.
--Pam Decker
My Elephant
My elephant has a silver tail.
And ears
The color of carnation pink.
I put a gold blanket
on his back of lead
to ride.
My elephant
can pick up a tree
as thick as a bus
and as tall as
the Sears Tower,
My elephant.
My elephant can
make a sound
of music and he smells
like a rose.
My elephant.

--Dion
--Christina Nettrour
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The Raccoon

The Dark of Night

A boat sailed upon a river.
I am the masked bandit of the west.
A boy was in the boat. A
I like to eat different kinds of
raindrop fell on his balloon .
berries.
He got scared and saw the
I wear charcoal.
light reflect off a eat's eye.
I jump around in the trees.
He saw a flower petal
drift upon the bay. He
--Courtney L. Smith
saw a bird's head in a tree .
He said, ''The dark ot the night,
the eyes of a cat, the ears of a
dog, the bulb of a flower, do they
bring luck, or do they bring sadness?"
Up ahead he saw a light bulb , shining oh so
bright. He still wondered about the dark
of night .
--Alicia Hendrix
Boating

A Lion

Come boating with me.
bring your fishing poles
and all you can hold.
We could go for a swim.
We could watch the fish
and see sea plants float
in the water. We could
bring a camera and take
pictures of the sunny hills.
We could take pictures
of our wet hair.
We could stay all day.

I am the king of the jungle, that is,
I'm big and ferocious
I wear fur and a crown.
I have sharp claws and nobody dares
Mess with me. I eat fish and
Whoever tries t o take it from me
Will be sorry.
I feel like a king.
I better get home
Or the queen will kill me.
--Theodis :1cHenry

--Shegala Montgomery
There is a creek running behind
the house. I am reading a book.
The wind is blowing paper in the yard.
A ladder is leaning against the house
because it ' s going to be painted blue.
--Courtney Smi t h
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The Day

Flowers

The sun comes up
The flowers scream as they open
They come to full bloom

I lie on the
ground
I see the flowers
dance around
Yellow, Blue green
Purple
It makes my insides
Kinda gurgle
They sorta blend with
the sky's big circle
As

--Eric Garcia
If I Were a Worm
If

I

were a
worm

--Amy Norine

I

would
be
chased

The breakdancer spun
into the purple sky.
She could see the black grass below.
She spread her wings & flew up above.
The dancer ruled the world.

by a bird
I

would hide
in
an apple

--Karen Barbee
If

I were
a worm
Lips
--Lisa Slaughter
The lips were shaped funny.
They had 2 big bumps on top.
They had purple lipstick on.
They had no teeth behind
them just black space.
The lips weren't attached to a
face. Just lying on the ground.
Someone came and stepped
on them. And they never
spoke again .
--Julie Tevebaugh
The blue tiger with black stripes
followed by the smaller
fluorescent yellow tiger
slowly drifted through the hungle
with the red striped hunter behind them
--Kirk Demarais
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New York City
Large with many buildings
like a giant mirror with your reflection.
Noisy with a lot of people,
like ten-thousand people in your closet.
Foggy with pollution,
like the dirt on the ground.
But yet nice in its own way,
like a rose in an open field
Postcard: Colorado
with a sunset
on the ocean beach,
The wild flowers swaying carefree
or a romantic stroll
back and forth in the open fields.
in the park
In the distance a fresh river
on a full moon night .
flowing silently down a snowcapped mountain.
--Tifany Collins
As far as one can see
true blue skies filled with
cotton clouds.
--Krista Holland
Iowa
All around are corn crops with little

rats beside the roads eating hernels.
No one is around except you and
your conscience.
Up in a plane you look down and see
a checkerboard of crops.
--Kristin Dandy

Spring J.s ...
A flower peeking out of the damp
earth.
A gentle breeze flowing in the
tree tops.
A bird singing its song of
happiness.
A fish jumping in a brook.
A caterpillar emerging from his
cocoon.
A shower of blowing rain .

Beaches
They bubble and boil
with different types of people.
Some like to surf
On the large white caps,
growing slower as they
flow toward the beach.
Others like to sit and
watch the other.
t~ny play volley ball
or frisbee with their husky dogs.
People lie on bright yellow and
green multi-colored towels
watching the beautiful
seagulls tlying among
the puffy billowing clouds.
Then the dark sets in
just in time for everyone to leave,
and come again tomorrow
to make the beaches crawl once again
with laughter and play.

--Krista Holland
--JenJ. Ferguson
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I see the blazing sun coming down ,
My Dad throwing hay to my grandfather,
I can hear my grandfather coughing and asking
me to ask Granny to bring the water.
a few hours go by I hear the chickens
as they cackle,
I smell the faint odor of ammonia in the houses,
And I hear once again "Let's go to house U3,
and ask Granny to bring more water, please."
I do not hear or smell these
sounds anymore
Even though we still have the cows and , of
course, the chicken houses,
They just don't smell or sound
the same since Grandpa died.
As

This is just to say
I took
the boy
you had
your eye on
at school.
Please forgive me
I liked
him also.
--Sharlene Grissom

--David Porter
I remember a room full of people
Everyone all dressed in black
Someone saying "Sit and be quiet . "
I couldn ' t understand what was
happening.
I asked why people were crying
I was told to "Sit and be quiet."
Then everyone began to sit down
I could see a white box at the
front.
It was different from any other
I had ever seen
It was circled by flowers
One end was open, the other closed
A man began to speak
I asked what was happening
I was told to "Sit and be quiet."
Then I was led to the front
There was my Granny
Lying softly with her eyes
closed
Totally in peace.
--Regina Woodell
This is just to say
I burned your burger last night,
which you ordered with
cheese and onions only
Please forgive me.
I was so busy
and you were so hungry.
--Audra Halbert

When I'm old (40)
I ' ll wear a yellow dress with blue
stockings and blue hat
I ' ll eat T.V. dinners every day
so I won't have to cook
I 'll be driving me a New Yorker
with a 25 year old man'
Know I must think about the children
I want
But now maybe I'll practice
on still being nice
so that I can still have a lot of friends
When I begin to wear my get- up-and-go
suit I wouldn ' t care who looks
because I ' m out of school and not
in any books .
--Lisa Howell
If you see this person
notify someone in authority
he is dangerous
he has a patch over one eye
slender like a tree
teeth like saw blades
he has feet like boat paddles
and if you see him
he is wanted for stealing
a little girl's red apple.
--Paul Robinson
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My Room of Books

A poem about my room of books
would have to use images of detectives
images like:
Roger walks into my room of books
and he sees a shelf of 200 books .
He hears me reading a book about detectives.
Then the most exciting thing happened -a detective jumped right out of the book into my lap.
He sat down and read the book with me.
I said I am tired.
Then Roger came over and read it to me.
--Nikia D. Jackson
A poem about a big red dairyette
would use pictures of craziness
pictures like: fried ants served a long time ago
a lot of chocolate hamburgers and
blackberry salt
--Anthony DeJarnette
Tigers
The howl , the scream ,
the meanness , the danger of them .
the wild ones are real-real scary
I remember one popped i ts paw at me
and showed me his big white sharp teeth and green eyes
it really scared me
it tried to get loose and scared me
and tried to eat me
we left right away
it was real ! real!
real big !
--Michael Rogers
In the Book of My Soul
On page one, god filled my soul
ON page two, am just waiting on jesus
to return again
On page three, cloud
On page four, I went through a lot of
trouble.
--Kristie Brown

A poem about a black horse
would have to use images
of touch, sight, hear
The black horse running in the field
The black horse's colt is soft
It sounds like it ' s crying
--Stephanie Thomas
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I will begin with blue tinged with red
First the movie
It was calm, very casual
But when we came home and listened to the stereo
lt was very passionate
red
Then it was time to go
A kiss goodbye and now
Another blue mood
--Todd Upton
Eaiting History

Stuttgart

The summer is over
From the first sign it ' s dead
school is started
Old buildings line Main
people walking down the halls
And the wind sweeps .through effortless
the teachers talking
Fields line the road
giving work, hard work
And mosquitoes infest your privacy
kids getting in trouble
The sky quacks high above
going to the office
And then it drops from the sky
some stay, others leave
As hunters gather together
Classes
On the streets, trees embrace
some are long
Providing protection from the sun
some are hard
And the air brings misery
others not so bad
History
--Patricia Holeman
people like it
1 don't
History tells how important people die
Untitled
and how they work
It tells the things they did to help us
I'm the poet, so I can say
things they did to hurt us
it ' s a lonely world out here,
I walk around
someone come and join me.
the book in my mouth
It ' s a lonely world out here,
chewing, chewing harder
but not for long.
words fall out
I see a friend coming my way.
some don't
- - Troy Noble
--Troy Lee Ackles
Tami

Stuttgart
If you didn't know where you
were and you saw a World Champion
Duck Calling Contest, you would
be in Stuttgart.
--Charles Wright

I will begin
\dth the invisible wind
blowing through her blonde hair
with the bright sun
making everything bright and shiny
with blue eyes sparkling
green sweater bright
and red lips glossing
-Darren Brown
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On a Windy Day

Me and My Grandmom

It whistles and
I see it in the air
I just hear the wind blowing
in the sky
I just stand in the wind watching
the leaves blow off the tree
Windy day is good for
watching it all day
long for it is a good day

I like to work with
my grandmom because:
She is nice to me.
She is pretty.
She always lets me in
on all her problems
and troubles she has.
I let her in on every
thing. She is everything
to me.

--Leone O' Banion
--Tammy Peebles
I ' d Paint
My wall, my house, my truck, my car ,
a picture, my bike, my train, my bed,
my desk, my brother , my shelf , my wheels,
my books , my ball , my goal, my basketball,
a chair , a table, a snake , a lion, a zebra,
a tiger, an elephant , a giraffe, a shark,

an alligator, billy goat, a horse--ALL BLUE!
--Ms. Cayce ' s 1st graders
·swimming
On a hot dry
summer day there's nothing
like a good swim, I like
to jump, dive and just
to sit in it to cool off.
But I also like to
splash or just
go under water
to find rocks.
Birdseed
--Danny Livingston
My daddy throws birdseed on t he r oof of
our shed. It's his daily job to see the
birds are all fed. In a few minutes
the birds come along. They eat birdseed
till it is all gone. Woodpeckers, robins,
cardinals and jays come for a "feast"
on the rooftop each day I watch from
the window till each bite is gone then
wave a good-bye as they fly away home
--Bobby Myton Young
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Circus
When I went to the circus
The first thing I saw
was a ringmaster dressed like a penguin
with a long cape
like a long tail and shirt white like the
stomach of a penguin.
He yells through the megaphone
as the trapeze artists fly through the air
like birds .
The crowd is saying ooh ah
and the ring master introduces each act.
--Alisha Smith
Tigers
Orange and black, like Halloween,
The tiger walks inside its cage.
In comes the tamer fancy and strong .
He whips the tiger till it ' s in a rage .
The tiger roars, and leaps at the tamer,
But he dodges and whips it again.
It bites at nothing, helpless and caged
Poor and weak, but all they do is whip it
and dodge. He feels close to death,
Though he is not even wounded.
While in other rings, clowns perform.
And have fun, ringmasters yelling,
But the tiger is only whipped.

The Circus
When I was at the circus
The ringmaster looked like
W.C. Fields, and the
lion roared like a sonic
boom, the lion
tamer worked frantically
as a chipmunk searching
for food , the popcorn
made my mouth water
as did the cotton
candy, the peanuts
smelt like grandma's
home cooking , the
trapeze artist swirled
like a merry-go-round.

--James Bell
The Circus
When I went to the circus I saw some
clowns spraying water around then the ringmaster shouts
and points to the acrobats as they flip through the
air and the crowds cheer, yay-yay! then two
horses come out with a girl on their backs dressed
with fancy designs as they prance around the ring then
the ringmaster shouts look up at the girl with
a ring in her mouth up in the air spinning round and
round in the air and lands on an elephant and the crowd
roars and cheers yay-yay and as I go home I know
what a good time with the ringmaster ringing in my head.
--Debra D. Webb

--Todd
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Wishes
There on my bedroom wall
was a picture of a 84' TransAm
"I want that TransAm." There on
my kitchen table sat a fake
bowl of apples. "I want a
real red and juicy apple, that
when I bite 1nto it, that juice
will splash all over the place.
There in my backyard sits a
swimming pool that only my
little niece can fit in. I
want a swimming pool that
everyone can fit in. There in my
backyard sits the little
red wagon, that I once rode
in .

The Kiss
A nice cool breeze
came blowing through
my window.

In the

breeze there was a rose
petal.

No.

It was a

Kiss, from you.
--Chris Reynolds
--Melissa McFarlan
Present (For Me!)
A black pre-stock Nova cruised
into my driveway with headers
uncorked. The driver climbs
out over the rollcage pulling
off his Simpson helmet.
He brings me a set of
valve covers. No
a Mr. Gasket scoop and
a polished supercharger!

How I Eat a Poem
Ist I take my fork and stab the "P"
then I take my knife and slice the
"0" and then I spoon the "E" and
then I soak the "M" in my fingerbowl.
--Sherry Barnard

--Shane Cole
Fun
As he sits he aims his gun.
He shoots Alien Forces From OUter Space.
He is protecting the World.
They slip past him somehow.
The world is destroyed.
Then he pushes the Reset button,
and starts again.
--Scott McDonald
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My

Heart

heart is a machine gun. Each bump is a
bullet coming out. It never has to load up .
It never has to be started with help. lt
can start up by itself. lt never cries
for help.

My

--Beckie Booth
Indian Man
I Wish
The Old Indian Man
was so old he could
barely speak,
but God came into
His heart and filled
lt with speech,
So he lived joyful.

I wish I was a mermaid
I would get out of the water and I would
put on my fancy clothes and see me
a man and the color I am red and
I would take him home and
sing to him and I would love him.
--Sherrie Gilbert

The Ribbon That Flies Like a Bird

What I Would Like
I would want to be a
I would be black and
number ten. I would
rubber and spin spin

--Handy Camp

race car
white. And be
be burning
spin .
--Jory Kirkpatrick

My heart is a ribbon that
flows through the air like a bird
that sings like the wind
flowing through the air
like I don' t know
anything else.
--Veronica Linderman

Love
My heart is a moon it shines like a light
and I don't hide it. My heart is a bowl full of
jello because it shakes like water. My heart is
a star twinkling inside me. l1y heart is a
ball of snow because it melts when it is broken.
--Mickey Joe Harwell
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Let Go

My Dog is a Mutt

A tragedy it seems

When I bought him from the lady
I was really glad.
Through the years that I kept him
I got sad.

in conscious mind.
It keeps holding on
day after day.
If it would just let go .
To be free of the crime.
The mind's memory
is so clear.
To go away is only
a wish.
To be there is forever.
--Virginia Marshall
Hair

When strangers come to the yard
He won't even bark.
He'll just sit in a corner where it's
dark.
Once I tried to sell him but my mother
said, "No."
Right then and there
I wanted to go screaming out the door.
Burglars came to
but my dog acted
He ran from them
Within 2 seconds

the house,
just like a mouse.
in a terrible fright.
he was out of sight.

Have you ever realized that your
hair was once inside of your
head?
When mother said, "No you can't give it
Why did it leave?
Was it unhappy?
away," the second time
How did it get there?
It felt as if I had been cut,
for there is nothing in the world that
Where did it come from? Where oh
where?
I can do
How did your hair get the color
with a mutt.
that it is?
This will forever be a question of all.
--Eric Rogers
--Shelia Grissom
Moves So Death
I ' ve got moves
moves belower,
and if you say
have to fight,
last night.

so death,
moves that you never seen before,
you've seen this move, you gonna
because I just mad super death moves
-Stevie Wyrick

Two Hearts
When the love parts
two hearts, no cankind on earth can explain
the emotional pain it gives.
But when the hearts are
reunited there is no pain
to explain.
--Willie J. Wilder
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Esther Elephant
Lumbers along
Every road looking for
Peanuts for
Her beloved
Angie who is her
Niece who is
Two

Penguins personalities are really quite funny
Except when their
Noses are up. Then
Great King Penguin
Umphry come
Into the palace to dine
Never fool around when a penguins nose is up .
--Sabra

--Lisa Manire
Beautiful
Under its wings has no
Tails or
Tentacles, it can
Either
Rise high or low but what it likes best is to
Fly into the
Lively
Yellow sky
--Hirsch
Terribly hungry for something tney ought not
Eat.
Rumble, Rumble.
My house falls down
In a heap.
Terrible insect, why did you
Eat all the walls?
Only one word does he say.
Who. He is a
Lonely one.
--Leslee Parker
Swim

Smoothly glide through the water,
Water so cold and blue.
It's so fun to be in it.
Meredith is my name and I like to be cool
--Meredith
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the dog with a man's head
dance down Beale Street
Singing the old Blues of
B.B . King. Stops to wonder
Why people look at him
so strangely and ran
in fear of his saying hello
--Bernand Easly

I had my alone time when
Walking through the bare, damp grass
I saw a milkweed
Floating on the sparkling breeze.
Later on, the bee buzzed
into my privacy-- I didn't mind,
Because he wouldn't judge me
His busy, bustling companionship
was welcome.
In the evening the wind became
Cooler; I saw a light in the distance.

Don't cry ,
Laugh.
The blue you are is hardly that .
There are many others with a much brighter hue.
With problems you'll never know .
Don ' t cry,
Laugh.

--Stephanie Shumaker

- - Frank Fehr
The red brick house I am supposed to live in. New to me.
The red and silver pick- up truck I am supposed to drive in.
Friends I can ' t remember. New to me.
Loves I seem to have forgotten. New to me.
Coming out of the hospital, I remember.
The large lump on my head. New to me.

New to me.

-Will Fowlkes
(A response to William Stafford's "Traveling Through the Dark"
written from the point of view of the dead mother deer)

The view is different from this point.
I see headlights coming around the corner.
I see parking lights as the man- mover
slows and comes to a halt .
He lashes out bad words at me.
The man walks to a familiar shape.
I feel mad and then cry.
He pauses as if thinking .
I say things bad about him.
He touches the familiar form.
I am getting madder.
He pauses as if thinking.
I want to say I'm sorry.
He knows of my little one.
He is mad at me.
What will he do with my little one.
I get mad again.
Oh no!
I'm sorry.
He shoves the familiar shape with its
I wish the fight hadn't got started.
precious contents over the edge.
I see him with someone else.
Why did he do that?
They're not fighting.
Why"!
--cam~ Pendergist
--Paula Robertson
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A Tornado

The Ballerina

Today it turned black
On whistled the wind
round and round it went
now and then kissing the ground
and destroying things
down it went and
Over it passed
As we waited and waited
for it to go.

A little ballerina
Rose upon her toes,
Oops--she lost her balance
And nearly broke her nose.

Swallowing things
till it's bare to the ground
It's full of frights and
terrible sights
to leave some people
hurt through the night.

blew me down
flattened my nouse
and flooded the town
And the rain
was like marbles
pounding on my head

--Becky Bowen
A Tornado

--Beth DeCrescenzo

--Gerald Hudson

The Deer

The Sword Fight

I heard my dog Booker barking.
I went outside. I looked
in the pasture
and saw five deer. I went to
tell my grandmother and she
got the camera and told them
to say cheese. They did.
She went and got them developed
they turned out good

I saw two men having
a sword fight. It was to see
who was the best.
They had white coats
and white hats and
they were in a brown
room all alone.

--Kendall

--Amy Selph
What a Tornado is to Me
Halloween
There once was a ten foot man named Frankenstein
A Halloween witch made him
He had two steel bolts and he wore
size fifty-five shoes
He was green
His eyes were red
He had twenty-three stitches on his forehead
When scared he jumped out of his pants
But it was hard to get back in again.
His head was flat too.
His hands were one foot long.
--Travis Dewayne Cornett

A tornado is like
a snapping turtle
biting at a tree
a blowing wind
eating houses
clouds over flow
creeks become
rivers
in the hall
we wait
for the storm
to pass
that ' s what
a tornado
is to me.
--Robyn Goforth
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New Mexico

Florida

The wind lightly blows
across the dry desert plains
The white-tailed rabbits
are hopping around
trying to gather up food
because they know it's time
to get ready for
a long desert rain.

The grains of sand
slithering between my toes
waves crashing
against the shore
wading through the water
in the moon light
looking out of the window
watching the moon
shine on the ocean.

--Justin W.
--Karri Scroggins

Hawaii
Hawaii is . . . Girls in grass skirts
Beautiful magnolia flowers
lying on the beach
looking at the palm trees
eating coconuts
girls in red bikinis
--Josh S.

Canoeing
Going down the stream
filled with crystal clear water
in a big silver canoe
snow covered mountains all around
fish swim through water
We dump over
The water is tropical warm.
--Brian Hargrove
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Music Poem
Part 1
Music is like play--it makes your ears beat like
a drum. Music is like swimming in a pool of hearts
Music takes me to church. Music is like children
playing. It makes you want to go to sleep.
Part 2
Music is like Ballerinas dancing upsidedown.
Music is like floating on water. Music is like
playing baseball in the snow. Music is like bells ringing .
Music is like putting up a Christmas tree.
--Byron Yates
Music Poem
It sounds like roses dancing
in a car. With yellow hats on
their head. And mice playing
and jumping on the pianos. And
sox are jumping for joy.
--Lori Bright
Untitled
Down under water
Some people jump.
I hear tapping of shoes
on people's feet.
Bass sounds like people moving their toes.
The piano sounds like wiggling their body.
Coming out of the water very slowly.
The flute like a smooth fire.
Still as a rabbit at the edge of night.
You are out of the water
Now come with me to
the castle.
And you will marry me
And now let's go my Bride.
Put Her in the dungeon
No, wait let's get married
now.
--Amanda Bailey

Music Poem
This makes me feel like
I ' m in some far away
place where there's no
such thing as words. And
it makes me feel lazy
and unwilling. It makes
me feel like running away
somewhere all they
do is sleep.
--Crystal Davenport
Music --Diana Riazzi
I.

It sounds like
a light rainfall.
It sounds like
cats tap-dancing.
It sounds like
a mouse reading
to it's child.
It sounds like rocks
falling into water.

II.

It sounds like
ghosts dancing.
It sounds like
a cat drinking milk.
A girl fluttering
her eye-lashes.
A dog sleepin .
Ducks ice-skating
on a pond.
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Alone/Lonely

Two Words

Alone is where your sister just
Left from your presence

Alone is a small boy hiding in
a closet in a game of hide-n-seek

whereas

whereas

Lonely is not having seen
A friend for over a week

Lonely is an old woman alone
in a cold, dark desolate room

--Colin Caldwell

--K. C. Cotton

Vowels
0

is deep aqua , like the shape of a bubble.
like wet galoshes .

E is elm-leaf green , like a plump platypus
flopping around in the mud .
I

is white, alone like
the last piece of mango
in your Bran Buds.

U is wild purple , like a sbiney
lizard eating cheese.
--Matt Tatem
Anonymous
A little boy ran away from home and people are
out looking for him. He's in the big mountains. In
a deep dark cave just sitting there with endless
pains of angerness thinking he will nev~r turn back
again.
--Ruth Ball
Cat is grown
the parent of a family
not able to go out to play golf
working all the day at the factory
whereas
Kitty is young
playing with friends in the long green grass of a back
yard under the warm sun
--Columbus Souverville

